After a long day of
classes some people may
think HSU has more
stairs than students.
Maybe they’re right.
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In the Sept. 20 issue of The Lumberjack
John
, Arnold was
incorrectly referred to as the mayor of Eureka. Arnold is actually
The CSU Board of Trustees was incorrectly referred to as the

# choice (chois) nm. [ME & OFr chois < choisir, to

yee

CSU Board of Regents.

The Lumberjack regrets the errors.

| chosen 4. the best or most preferable part 5. a variety :
| from which to choose 6. a supply that is well chosen
7.

an alternative-——— cwessrer's nw worip DICTIONARY)

by

ANY

definition
it's

ee

# Choose < Goth kausjan, to taste, test: see CHOOSE]
# 1. the act of choosing; selection 2. the right, power,

# or chance to choose; option 3. a person or thing
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Who needs a stairmaster when you go to HSU? Students, faculty and staff have a variety of stairs to experience such as the metal steps in
Harry Griffith Hall, top right. The cement steps near the Quad, middle. The climb to Founders Hall, bottom, is about five-stories high.
By David Perry
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Dealing with the many ups and downs of life on this campus
might make a new student wonder if HSU is some twisted acronym
for “Hills and Stairs University.”

Probably the most infamous ascent at HSU is the main entry way
to Founders Hall.
The front of the University’s centerpiece looms above the campus’ core at 180 feet above sea level. The access way contains 65

six-inch stairs within six flights.
Including the four-foot hill that separates the first and second |
flights, the ascent from the base of Founders Hall to the front door |
is 40 feet. That’s roughly a five-story climb for students and faculty.

Most students eventually adjust to the many hills and stairs associated with HSU.
“This is my second year at HSU,” Lysa Murphy, a sophomore
in psychology, said. “I’m just now getting used to all the hiking.”
Students who have attended HSU fora few years tend to have an
optimistic look toward the school’s landscape.
“When you first get here it seems like everything is uphill,” Justin
Bright, an art junior, said. “Then, after a while, things start to
become uphill and downhill.”
Aside being situated on a hill, there may be more subtle reasons
for HSU’s abundance of hills and stairs.
According to HSU’s Campus Master Plan, the “campus contains a relatively large area of densely forested and, in some cases,

steeply sloping land.”

Then of course one must hike back down after negotiating the
maze of more than 250 stairs around and inside the university’s |

The report also states, “This is not necessarily a handicap,
however, as such terrain offers an ideal proving ground for the

main building.

School of Natural Resources.”
A revised report by Thomas J. Gallagher touches on visual
aspects of HSU’s coastal hill environment.
“An attractive campus is an asset to the university,” Gallagher
stated. “The landscape determines the first impression visiting
students and parents have of the school.
“To be attractive, yet to allow opportunity for achievement of

“Yeah, there’s a lot of stairs here,” undeclared junior Emily |

Jones said, upon arriving atop the Founders Hall steps.
“I smoke, so I always sound like Darth Vader by the time I get to
the top,” Jones said. “I guess it’s the only way to get up here so what
can you do?”
Builtin 1923, Founders Hall is perhaps the best place on campus

|

to take in a sunset.

Its view overlooks Arcata and extends past Humboldt Bay to |
Manila.

See Stairs, page 5
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Part-time lecturer fired for not signing | oath to state
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Students produce TV news
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Stairs
¢ Continued from page 3
other goals, the landscape must take
full advantage of existing and po-

tential views from the campus and
to the campus,” Gallagher stated.
Time can only tell if relief is in
sight ifcomfortis in store for those
newcomers who find their legs
burning from the numerous hills
and stairs they traversed throughout the first month of classes.
The perspective ofastudentwho
has attended HSU for a few years

might help to soothe some of the
psychological and physical woes
new students may face.

“These days I hardly notice the
stairs,” music senior Loren Shere

said. “The first year was a rough
transition. The journey to classes

CALENDAR EDITOR

for a journalism major,” he said.
Each show will have live interviews and taped segments, with

Beginning Oct. 3, a new halfhour television news program entitled “Humboldt This Week” will
be broadcast on Arcata Community Access Television, channel 12.

the first show featuring interviews
with geology Professor Lori

The show will be written, pro-

duced and edited by HSU journalism students enrolled in the television news workshop.

“Humboldt This Week” will be
broadcast every Tuesday at 7 p.m.

and rebroadcasts every hour afterwards from 8 to 11 p.m.
“There’s a big difference between talking (about a news show)

seemed like an endless hike up
and down stairs.
“The Jolly Giant Commons has
particularly demanding ascents and
descents on treacherous stairways,”
Shere said. “One semester I was
given 10 minutes to trek up to
Founders Hall from the annex on
the corner of C and 14th streets.”
According to the school’s plant
operations department, Shere’s
ascent would amount to a 100foot climb.
“On the positive side,” Shere
said. “All the stairs helped my
fitness. They also help to enhance the beauty of this campus. ”

lappy irlour

KEITH SHEFFIELD / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Dennis Hart, left, sits in the Gist Hall studio with Terry Green, right, where the program will
be televised from.
By Nora Whitworth

5

Wed-Sun in Lounge
5-7 pm
Monday Night Football
5-9 pm

an anchor one week and the director the next.
By the end of the semester students will have experience both
behind and in front of the camera.

the Humboldt County Office of

“The class is great,” journalism
senior Randol White said. “As far

® Live Music every Saturday Night

Emergency Service for a segment

as I’m concerned the broadcast

on earthquake safety.
“They'll be talking about the
likelihood of an earthquake and
how to prepare,” he said. “We
know it’s coming, it’s just a matter

program is beginning a new era.”
“It’s going to be a great class —
it’s got a new sense of direction,”

© Microbrews on tap

Dengler and Linda Nellist from

of when.”
Other stories will cover campus

and community issues, including
environmental, czime and human

and doing,” said journalism Pro-

interest topics.
“The show will be very event

fessor Dennis Hart.

oriented,” Hart said. “We'll re-

Hart, recently hired to coordinate the broadcast journalism

spond to breaking stories.”

classes, hopes the class will give

class, with varying levels of video

students real world experience.

experience. Each week they will

“There is no substitute for realworld pressure in the classroom

havea chance to work ata position

There are seven students in the

on the show — one person may be

in Hotel Arcata
708 9th Street, Arcata

journalism senior Jason Selber

Reservations Recommended

said. “It’s not real structured.”
Students also have high praise
for their instructor.
“He’s integrating the how-to
while giving practical experience,”
White said. “Because ofhis excitement level I’ve become excited. I
want to do a great job.”
“He keeps my attention the
whole lecture, which is amazing,”
journalism junior Heather Carnes
said. “It’s a lot to learn in four
weeks. I’ve had a lot of studying to
do

”
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AS approves council member,
discusses campus visit by Riggs
It formally invited him to a town
meeting in the Kate Buchanan

By Megan Fitzgibbon
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The

Room. The letter was necessary to

Associated

finalize the meeting which will be
held Oct. 5.

Students

worked on a resolution Monday
to be sent to Washington, D.C. to

In the official’s reports,

Programs,”

— Lingerie
— Leather Levis

— Jewelry
— Erotic Toys
— Artwork
— Oils & Lotions
— Books & Videos

(707) 442-5610
320 2nd St., Eureka
Open 7 Days 11 am-6pm

BODY PIERCING
FOR WOMEN & MEN
by TARA HOMAN
Lumberjack
Classifieds really

wrt

8263928

states

the

dent affairs, spoke about the new
arts and music festival to be held in

the spring.
Other students were appointed
to various committees, including

conse-

quences Congress’ actions will
have on students if financial aid
programs are changed.
The resolution was one ofmany
topics discussed at the AS meeting. AS began hearing recommendations for committee appointments.
The first person to be recommended was Kris Paul, a speech
communications major, for the
Arts and Humanities representative on the AS council. She was
appointed and immediately took
her seat.
I want to get involved in what
is happening on campus, Paul
said.
Members of two committees
gave brief presentations to AS
regarding their recent activities.
A letter addressed to Rep.
Frank Riggs (R — Windsor) was
reviewed

Mike

Roundy, AS vice president of stu-

support financial aid.
The “Resolution
for Continued
Federal Support of Financial Aid

CENTE

the AIDS Policy Committee, the
Substance Abuse Committee, the
Board of Finance and the HSU
Foundation.

Committee spots still open
Students who want to be an active part of the decision making
process on campus have 100 different opportunities.
There are 100 positions open
on various campus committees.
“The student position is very
important because there needs to
be a student voice to make sure
students needs are represented,”
said Freida Ravasco,

Associated

Students president.
Some of the committees include
the Student Financial Aid Committee, the Student Coordinating
Committee and the Student Health

by council members.

It’s 7 A.M.
Do you know where
your burger is?
a

te

Fired
¢ Continued from page 4
interdisciplinary sophomore.

Advisory Committee.
“There are different functions

for each, but basically each stu-

dent isa voice for the campus community,” Ravasco said.

The Student Health Advisory
Committee had an increase in its
activity this semester. HSU fees
included

a new

$53

fee for the

health center.
“There are one or two meetings
a month,” Hansen said. “This is

more than in the past because there
are more things to do on the com-

“I stand behind himall the way.

He’s chosen to take a stand for.
what he believes in and that’s
commendable,” she said.

Despite
agreeing
with.
Tillinghast’s philosophical decision she said she feels “caught in
the middle” between the rules of
a state and one person’s beliefs
and is concerned about how this
affects her units.

mittee.”

In a interview after his an- |
nouncementto the class Crawford |

of staff, faculty, administrators and

said he felt badly about firing any-

students, Ravasco said.
The number of members is different with each committee. The
Academic Senate committee is

anyone involved,” he said. “Bud |

Each committee is comprised

comprised of four students, nearly

40 faculty members and three ad-

one.
|
“It’s not a good situation for |

has very personal reasons for do- |
ing what he is doing. Unfortu- |
nately, because ofthe presentlaws, |

It recommends

without signing the oath you can- |

policies and changes in univer-

not continue to be the instructor of |
record.”

ministrators.

sity policies, John Travis, chairman of the Academic Senate,
said,

“It is important for students to
participate in these committees
because it gives them a chance to
understand what happens behind the scenes on this campus,”
Ravasco said.

CLARY LAN

Crawford said another instructor will be hired “hopefully by
this Thursday.”
Tillinghast will be in Nelson

TL

OU

e TIAL)

SKINSIGNEA
TATTOOS BY SHAWN,
WELLSCO BODY PIERCINGS BY
STEVE,
TATTOO BY CHRIS
_
Proudly present Eureka’s
first original tattoo and piercing studio
ae

BURGERS

FOR

¢ Single use needies

JR:

- AT CARL'S

BREAKFAST

* Autoclave sterialization

eFine line, Custom, Tribal, Cover-ups

Who says you can’t have burgers for breakfast? We could name names. But we'd rather tell
you about the famous burgers you can get for breakfast at Carl’s Jr® They’re charbroiled, not
fried. And we serve them all day, every day. Because they're just too good to save for later.

Use your ATM card and get up to $40 cash back.
4900 Valley West Blvd., Arcata

TWO WESTERN BACON
S
ONLY
CHEESEBURGER

&

$2.79

“COUPONS

TRE
REESE eee
ERECTRSR
TERRES HSRERER
CURSER

Offer valid through 11/1/95 at participating Cari’s Ir® Restaurants
ge One coupon per customer per visit. One offer per coupon.
Not valid with any other discount

EC SRERRGRREERSSURERRORRECRER

ETO

Z

BUY ONE GET ONE

Santa

Fe Chicken
-

.

Sandwich

R ERE

:

s

a = Offer valid through 1 /1 $5 at participating Carl's Jr. Restaurants
a
One coupon per customer per visit One offer per coupon
BS
@ Not valid with any other discount

SER RCE CETERA AREER ERE

E RRR REH RES E SESE Ree

* Best prices on quality body jewelry
_ Best Tattoos and
Body-piercings on the North Coast
Call for an appointment or just drop by.
It's worth the drive to Eureka.

FREE
RES

r

443-3809
3610 BROADWAY, EUREKA
ur reputation is impeccable —ask around

aariae:
ee

|
|
|
|

Hall 119 from 11 a.m. until noon |
to discuss his decision with those
interested.

Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 ask about out low-low
subscription rates.

e ee

|
|
|
|

“T have financial aid. If I don’t |
have these units I don’t get finan- |
cial aid,” Nordby said.
|

Subscribe to The Lumberjack

oie ot ee

|
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Arcata reaches out to Nicaraguan sister city
@ Arcata residents and merchants band together to raise
money for Camoapa, Nicaragua.

A handful of Arcata residents will host a festival
Sunday to raise money for the people of Camoapa,
Nicaragua to assist them in their struggle to rebuild
the war-torn nation.
Los Bagels, Wildwood Musicand three other busi-

nesses will host the 10th Annual “I” Block Benefit
Sunday afternoon, with the hope of raising at least
$4,000 to fund future projects in the city of Camoapa
— Arcata’s sister city.
“Over the last ten years we have donated probably
$250,000 to $400,000 in supplies and materials,”
said Dennis Rael, owner of Los Bagels.
Rael said the total includes not only the funds
raised through the annual benefit, but also donations
from individuals and close to 50 local businesses in
the form of medical, building and school supplies.
Since 1988, at least 50 Arcata residents — many of
them medical professionals and local business people
— have participated in a series of “brigades” to

Camoapa to deliver supplies, construct new buildings and teach English.
The first big project the volunteer squad participated in was the construction of a new wing to
Camoapa’s existing clinic in °88. According to Rael,
the addition to the clinic provided service for thousands of people in the community.
“We've done two or three annexes to (the clinic)
and senta lot of medical supplies down onan ongoing
PHOTO

COURTESY

OF TESILYA HANAUER

A Camoapan woman carries a basket of flowers on her head and
her wares in her satchel as she leaves her house. Arcatans
have been donating time and service to Camoapa since 1988.

basis,” he said.

purification and an English as a Second Language
program.
Tesilya Hanauer, special major senior, went to
Camoapa to teach English during the summer of
1993. She said working in Nicaragua changed her
life.
“I was really impressed by their ability to use limited resources ... and their ability to separate (their
feelings about) U.S. foreign policy from an American
individual,” Hanauer said.

She also said the experience influenced her to write
her own major — Inter-American relations — which
she defined as “the study of the social and political
consequences of U.S. political actions.”
The Arcata-Camoapa Sister City Project was organized by a committee of less than five people in 1986.
Stan Henerson, owner of Café Mokka, Mara Segal,
Arcata Co-op employee, and Dr. Ann Lindsay were
among the few who initiated the program with Nicaragua.
Henerson, Lindsay and Segal pursued ties with
Nicaragua because of their interest
and concern about
its political predicament. According to Segal, the
committee was interested in forminga social link with
Nicaraguans in order to assist them in repairing the
post-war economy.
“The sister city program is a concept that was to be
a nonpolitical link between people here and (in Nicaragua),” Segal said.
Rael shared Segal’s sentiments and called the project
a “people to people program.” He said the idea was

More recent projects include constructing and upgrading latrines and wells, establishing water-system

see Sister City, page 10

Recycling center’s expansion means added recyclables
@ The Arcata
Community
Recycling Center
now accepts tin
cans, uncorrugated
cardboard.
By Stacy Ford
COMMUNITY EDITOR

Arcata residents cannow recycle
previously unaccepted material at
the Arcata Community Recycling
Center thanks to an expansion
project completed in May.
Plastic milk and water containers, steel and tin cans and “resi-

what’s in
trash cans.

“We

their

are also

hoping this will be
the factor that will
push
reluctant
folks to recycle,”
she said.
The projectalso

old catalogs and chipboard.

time (1971), but
so
much _ has
changed in terms
of
recycling,”
Krebs said. “The
old site was set up

boxes.
“My sense is (this is for) people
who are already recycling,” Kate
Krebs, director of the center, said.

“We think by adding these (mate-

rials) we will significantly lower

¢ Paper towels/ tissue

(including astrobrights)

¢
¢
¢
¢
e
¢

post-it notes

¢ Butcher paper, bound
documents, ream
wrappers and paper
board

the back of the lot

White paper

ment) it was ap-

Newspaper

¢ All grades of white
paper (including laser
printer paper, letterhead, copy paper, etc.)

Paper cups/ plates
Candy wrappers
Food wrappers
Plastics
Waxed paper
Milk cartons

e Colored paper
* Catalogues
¢ Envelopes

¢ Post-its
¢ White/ colored paper

* All grades of newspaper, including pull-out

¢ Telephone books

inserts

¢ Paper bags

SOURCE: Campus Recycling Program

for a completely
different operation. Now we have
more space.”
The Campus Recycling Center
may also benefit.
The Arcata Center’s mixed
waste paper recyclables will be

pus Recycling
Center is now
able to collect

new

types

of

material,” Mark

Kennedy, CRP
¢ All colored paper

* Magazines, catalogues, file folders and

which will be in

propriate for the

Not acceptable

Acceptable

e Junk mail envelopes

and — still in the
works — a garden

includes junk mail, old magazines,

ers, cracker, cereal and facial tissue

Mixed paper

equipment

got (the old equip-

Chip board is also known as
uncorrugated cardboard. It includes such items as six-pack hold-

Materials

ter helped design),

the new building
sits on.
“When we first

ties, HSU Cam-

Recycling organizations generally follow these guidelines when
determining what kind of paper they accept from the public:

the crewatthecen-

dential mixed waste paper” are
among the added materials.
Residential mixed waste paper
These items can be recycled in
the same container.

Recycling do’s and don’ts

features a new
building (which
new

cling commodi-

JACKSON GARLAND/ MANAGING EDITOR

added into the CRP.
As a result, there will be mixed

waste paper recycle bins on campus as well as at the center.
“Because of the expansion and
the increase in the value of recy-

advisor, said.

HSU is now
diverting
45
percent of campus waste from
the

landfill,

Kennedy said.
“The
new
mixed paper
program will allow us to divert
over 60 percent
of our waste,”

he said.
Most univer-

sities divert only
approximately
25 percent of
their waste.
Kennedy said
California state
law requires
that

HSU

cut

the amount of waste generated by
50 percent by the year 2000.

Another project the Arcata Centeris working on is putting a public
garden in the back of the new lot.
The city has required that 10
percent of industrial property be
developed as landscape.
Most industrial areas fulfill this
requirement with shredded bark
and juniper, Krebs said.
They are developing a Pacific
Rim-style garden with native plants
like rhododendrons and azaleas,

Japanese maple and bamboo.
“This is the only real industrial
part of Arcata ... and there is nowhere to take a break,” Krebs said.

“This end of town doesn’t have a
park.”
There will be bridges, ponds
and benches among the plants.
The area the garden will occupy
used to be an illegal campground,
Krebs said, so they had to clean it .

“It was totally trashed out here,”
she said.
Volunteers help out with the
garden and they’ve had many
plants donated, Krebs said.

They decided to use this particular area as a garden because it
didn’t really fit as a storage area
because of the wildlife that dwells
there, she said.

HSU seta goal to cut its waste by
60 percent by then.
“We set this goal to be a leader

“This will be an area that will be
nice to come and relax (in),” she
said. “We're looking forward to

and show by example,” he said.

at.”

~~

By Vanessa L. Payne
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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‘Human error’ responsible for $1.6 million mistake
By Teresa Mills

talks of 10-percent cuts across the
board of county official’s salaries,
layoff of 150 positions in county
departments and a proposed util-

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

Human error and an outdated
computer system caused county
officials to overlook $1.6 millionin
the county budget.
Before Auditor-Controller Neil
Prince revealed last week an extra
$1.6 million was discovered in its
1995-96

spending

plan,

ity tax.

Sounding

relieved, Chairman

Stan Dixon said county officials
were able to balance the budget
without having to raise taxes or
make layoffs. But as a result of this
mistake Dixon said the county has
lost some of its credibility.

the

Humboldt County Board of Supervisors were looking at grim al-

“People were asking, ‘Why did
you have to put us through this?”

ternatives to balance the budget.

During last week’s county budget hearings county officials were

he said.
Prince said his office is not to
blame for this error.
“Early on it was my impression
that people thought this was an
error that occurred in my office

prepared to choose one of three
options before Prince pointed out

the county had more money than
previously thought. The discovery of the missing funds cancelled

and that wasn’t fair to my staff,” he
said.
Prince said it was the County
Administrator’s office that made
the mistake. “The county administrative staff was under a lot of

pressure,” he said.
The

inaccuracy

occurred,

Prince said, after someone in the
county administrator’s office entered a budget number that should
have gone to one fund but went to
another — the general fund.
“To say that it’s a computer error, I’m not sure that’s accurate,”

he said. “It was a human error.”
But County Administrator Chris
Arnold denied that her office entered the numbers and the mistake
occurred when the auditor’s office

made the transfer.

ment of Health. Dr. Ann Lindsay,
health officer for the department,

computers that well,” Arnold said.

said they were asked to cut
$600,000 from its budget — more

human error when the transfer was

than half of what the county con-

“I know Neil doesn’tunderstand

“We didn’t do any entry. It was a

made.”
Arnold explained the mistake
occurred in the auditor’s office
when budget figures were transferred from one fund to another.
“They didn’t recognize that
the computer was promed it would pick more than
one fund,” Arnold said.
when

She said the county will prob-

ably have a new computer system
sleds the next budget process.

The county’s blunder caused

muchinconvenience in the Depart-

tributes.

“We got everyone together and
er positions that might be
t,” Lindsay said. “We lost one
oi because they went and got
another job.”

But the incident, Lindsay said,
made her realize how much sup-

port the department receives from

the public.
“It was gratifying to see the
amount of community support for
public health,” Lindsay said.
“They really came forward at the
meetings to defend us.”

RICHARD KING, O.D.
OPTOMETRIST

PAUL

@ |mmediate

Say

@ Fashion

Designer
Frames

Tues. Giciohar 3
7 p.m. —

Eye Exams

Wed. October 4
9:30 p.m. — Morning
12:30 p.m. — Study
1:30 p.m. — Children
3 p.m. — Afternoon
5:30 p.m. — Yiskor
6:35 p.m. — N’eilah

@ All
Prescriptions
Filled

e Contact
Lenses

@ One day service available

Lab on premises

Break
the fast

fol owing

the conclusion
of services.

Yom Kippur Services

826-7194

Nettie Subway

Kol Nidre

will be held at the Mormon Church

2806 Dolbeer St., Eureka
Non-Member
tickets will be available at the door.
$15 for students
with 1D.
naa
this special

For More Information, call:

DAWN LETAK/PHOTO TECH

Beachcombing
Chris

Dehennis,

center,

Ramsey,

right, from

Cutten Jr. High in Eureka, pick up trash from Samoa
Beach with volunteer Mike Freitas as part of the annual
Coastal Clean Up day Saturday.

444-2846

Humboldt Surf
Company

and Traus

| DENTISTRY

=

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

WANT TO BE A PILOT?
The

finest in cold onher <i

Safe, personal and relaxed
flight instruction at

leieecant

- Surfboards -

affordable rates.
Call Redwoods Flying Club
at Murray Field, Eureka,
today for an
introductory lesson.

from Taylor, Arrow, Xanadu, Rusty, Stretch and More!

- Wet

Suits -

from Hotline, O'Neill, Rip Curl, Xcel, Quicksilver and Billabong!

¢- Skateboards -

Days 445-2601

from Think, Consolidated, New School, Adrenalin, Black Label and More!

Evenings 822-5597

1225 B ST. 822-5105

Lumberjack

Classifieds real
work

- Snowboards from Joyride, Ride, Morrow, GNU, Lib Tech, Yellow Bus and More!

¢ Clothes -

From Rip Curl, O'Neill, Billabong, Bear, Scorpion Bay, Roxy, Volcom and More!

& advice
Plus shoes, used gear repairs
932 NinthY St, "Arcata

Your Plaez to Bead...

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

..Jr¢e help with design & assembly!

across from the Co- op

¢

OF. F

any food item

Not Good on Promotions or Specials

1811

G St., Arcata

Located at the west entrance

MD ALAP:

of the HSU foot bridge.

822-1512

LIMIT 2. eee until 10/4/95. Limit 2 orders per coupon.
Not

good with any

other coupons or specials.

\LABSSDHRBSRS

m6

+4

..fools and workspace for youl!
an unrivaled selection of Beads
and Treasures!

|
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Fun and frolic abound at Country Fair
AS President Freida
Ravasco dances with
African dancers, left.
Below, Shaken, Not
Stirred dancer Rose
Anthony of Arcata

hypnotizes the crowd
with her belly
dancing while Jake
Martin of Fieldbrook
watches in
admiration.

Ronda Stagnaro of San Francisco dances on the float in the Samba Do
Norte parade Saturday on the Plaza. The parade traditionally coincides
with the North Country Fair.

PHOTOS BY TERESA MILLS
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

VILLAGE RIDGE
CAMP CURTIS
WOODRIDGE
REDWOOD

_
o
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YARNS
© THREADS © DYES
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'ES For tHe CR

Classes! Classes!

Newer 1 Bedroom/ Bath Apts.

Natural Surroundings
Very Clean Units
Energy Efficient
Close to HSU

|

Makings
* Nori

© Wasabi

\] ° Bamboo

+a
a

|

Rollers

i)

ze

“2

rss

¢ Ginger

a Gourmet Specialties
| from around the World

e silk painting

9/30

* polymer (FIMO)clay

10/5

* needle tatting

elas

¢ kid's silk painting

10/7

* beg. spinning

10/8

¢ color knitting

itvaR|

eal phase
aac

ee

i st & E Streets

Open Daily
CORPORATION

444-2919

~

BEADS © GIFTS

¢

Old Town

.« 445-2371

exciting merchandise since

1962

822-4269
open daily
941 H St.

Arcata
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Sister city

Block benefit
festival facts

¢ Continued from page 7
“not to condemn or condone either government’s action but to

were very excited about getting

bring about a better understand-

Thea Gast, was on the City

ing of people.”
Rael became involved in the
project by coincidence shortly after its inception. Having planneda
three-week trip to Nicaragua and
hearing about the group’s interest
in the Central American country,
he informed them he would gladly
bring back information. His in-

Counciland serving as mayor when
the committee approached the
Council with the proposition of
establishing Camoapa as Arcata’s

his visit.
“I ended up meeting with the
sister city office in Managua, where
they gave us the red-carpet treatment,” Rael said. “They took us
out toacouple of different cities...
to meet the mayors and see if they
were interested in setting up a program (with Arcata).”
Rael brought back his findings
to the othermembers and the group
unanimously
decided upon
Camoapa as the ideal sister city.

¢ When: Sunday, from | to
7 p.m.

¢ Where: | Street between
10th and 11th.
¢ Music: The Fargas Family Band, Kachimbo, Arcata
Interfaith Gospel Choir,
Night Train and Mike

sister city.
“] was very interested, but I felt
there needed to be community support,” Gast said.
The City Council required the
committee to obtain the approval
ofa significant
number of residents
representing a cross-section of the
community. Gast said the committee succeeded and presented the
council with a petition of several
hundred residents — from teachers to professionals to small busi-

Craghead among others.
¢ Food: Barbeque, local
beers.
¢ Forchildren: Children’s
block party with facepainting
and paperhat-making.

— $5 for adults, $3 for children.

Council passed a resolution to
adopt Camoapa.
“T think there are more people
that have become interested and
educated about what life is like in
Nicaragua,” Gast said. “The inter-

rural town, ideally on the coast,
which also had a large number of
artisans,” Rael said. “Camoapa was
one of the cities that really desired
a sister city at that point. They

change leads to understanding of
the people and that benefits the

early you
a project,
seems to
to beating

get started on
it always
come down
the clock.

kinko’s

the copy center

1618 G Street, Arcata w (707) 822-8712
2021 Sth Street, Eureka w (707) 445-3334

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Every Day

English

Riding Instruction

BEGINNERS through JUMPING

Lumberjack
On

EXPERIENCED,

HORSES

SAFETY EMPHASIZED
INDOOR ARENA

line

Or drop us a
line at:

PATIENT

ENTHUSIASTIC,

QUALITY SCHOOL

http:/ /137.150.224.80

community. We learn through
those who go and bring back their
experiences.”

how

$1 for seniors and children
younger than 12; Barbeque

ness owners. In May 1986 the City

“We were looking for a small,

matter

¢ How much: $3 for adults,

2

volvement grew, however, during

some outside help.”

no

:

¢ Will travel

¢ Appointments also available for riders
with their own mounts

Jane “Patterson @ (707) 444-8896

|thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Macintosh computer
are now on sale.

Power Macintoslv 6100
DOS Compatible w/CD

16MB RAM/500MB bard drive,
Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Biz

(Okay, now go back to wha tever you were doing) +
Macintosh Performa 636 w/CD
8 MB RAM/500 MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,

We think your life would be vastly improved if you possessed this knowledge:
Macintosh’ computers are now available for less than the already affordable
student prices. What's more, with the Apple’ Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan’
you can take home a Mac” without having to make

|

sm

10

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

34010)
.@ Closed Saturday & Sunday
NS KO) Sa oe Phone: 826 - 5848

a single payment for 3 months. Just think, if you had a computer, youd
get your homework done faster. Then youd have plenty of time for the
more important things in life. Anyway, we're sorry to
disturb you. Macintosh. The power to be your best? Apple
:

Prices are for HSU students, Staff, and Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required.

15° color monitor, keyboard, mouse
and all the
software you're likely to need.

\tems

may be subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily.
As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines,
after the merchandise has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require
special ordering.

Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds. Prices are subject to change at any time.

"Hey, you wouldn't give your money to just anyone. Neither can we. Offers expire October 13, 1995. No payment of
principal or interest will be required for 90 days. Interest accruing during this 90-day period will be added
to the prin cipal and will bear interest which will be included in the repayment schedule. ‘The monthly payment quoted above is an estimate based on a total loan amount of $2,805.32, which includes a sample purchase
;
fee. Interest is variable based on the Commercial Paper Rate plus a spread 635%
of $2,637 for the Power Macintosh 6100/66 DOS CD system shown above. The total loan amount also includes a 6.0% loan origination
of 6.35%. Per
For

example, the month of August 1995 had an interest rate of 12.21% with an annual percentage rate (APR) of 13.99%. Monthly payment for the total loan amount described above would be $49 Monthly payment and APR
1 and does not include state or local sales tax. Monthly payments may vary depending on actual computer system prices, total loan amounts, state and local
shown assumes no deferment of,
sales taxes, and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. Prequalification expedites the loan process, but does n ot guarantee final loan approval. Subsequent acceptable verification documents must be received

before your loan is approved. ©1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and ‘The power to be your best’ are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Mac ts a trademark of Apple
Computer, Inc. CardShop Plus is a registered trademark of Mindscape. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accesstble to indtviduals with disability. 1) learn more (US. only), call 800-600-7808 op TTY 800-75
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On-line courses

Net supplements traditional teaching

By Andrew Jones

LUMBERJACK STAFF

In Hal Campbell’s class, there are no textbooks, no handouts — only computer screens.
Campbell, a computer information systems professor, teaches his Geographic Informa-

tion Systems (GIS) class using custom-designed World Wide Web pages instead of
textbooks.
Classes like this may become more common since Campbell helped form a coalition of
50 professors each interested in adapting a course that could integrate the Internet and twoway tele-video into their classes by fall 1996.
“My classrooms have no paper,” Campbell said. “You want to communicate with me, it’s
all electronic mail.”

Traditional teaching tools like “chalk and talk” and overhead projections have serious

limitations, Campbell said.

Using lectures and then having students read journal articles always resulted in “lots of
questions” from students, he said.

At the end ofa page is a quiz with 10 to 15 questions about the topic presented.
“It’s all push-button: You highlight it, you hit the mail button, it goes to my e-mail

account, and I’ve got a program written that automatically grades it and sends it nght back
to you instantaneously,” he said. “Right now they’re just self-help because they’re under

development.”
Campbell said he plans to use the quizzes for real next semester.

Students must use a graphical Web browser like Netscape in campus labs to view the

material, but some students print out the text of the pages, he said.
Developing on-line courseware takes “hundreds and hundreds of hours,” Campbell
said, but “the benefit is that once it’s there, it’s there.”

“The key to the whole thing is realizing faculty are not going to (create Web pages)
because they’re too busy teaching four and five classes a semester,” he said.
The solution would be anew campus facility with paid student programmers and graphic

See Net, page 13
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Humboldt schools seek money to get on line

“I believe teachers are going to be the
assets and they’re going to do the teaching,
but you have to have the technology to compete,” Kenny Richards, assistant superintendent for business at the Northern Hum-

boldt Union High School district, said.

He said the district

modems

_ provide

doesn’t

that are

missing.
“We’re starting,

=

the process is painslow,”
fully
George Spinas, the

)

a five-year technology
plan.
They are making

\

(che

schools with access to
the Internet but it has

ae

NG

said.

Richards said he

eye

plans to network the
schools but it is an
expensive process, he

students’ age.
They may not be ready for it.
He said the site committees will draft a

plan relating to the needs of its students.

David Hochman, superintendent of the

Eureka schools face similar obstacles.

From there, the committee can decide what
system is the most appropriate for the district.

Arcata School District, said he isn’t sure

whether his district will go with the Internet.
The district developed an Instructional

The program is based on enabling equal

In the Eureka City School District computers permeate the curriculum offering students a range of hands-on experience —
Lincoln Elementary is a prime example.
Kindergarten students at Lincoln learn

whatever system they select will be used for

Technology Plan to gradually integrate technology into its schools which include Sun-

all three of the schools.
Although networking is important for the

basic computer skills, like keyboarding and

Sunnybrae Middle School.
The District Technology Committee was

would like to see
the library networked by the end of the year.

how to use a mouse while sixth graders

said.

set Elementary, Bloomfield Elementary and

access for the students, he said, therefore

district, the teachers at Sunset have higher
priorities including rewiring the building to
install telephones in the classrooms.
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25 words for $5. And people say talk is cheap.

ae

It’s the $15,000

said.
Hochman, district superintendent, said
they aren’t necessarily going to go with the
Internet — other systems also need to be
considered.
The Internet can be a great research tool,
he said, but it may not be appropriate for the

P

of the district’s technology committee.

a

ready in the building, said Richards.

They enhance basic skills like reading
and writing and do not replace them, he

—_—

Albee is a member

al-

Hochman, head of the DTC.

a

school’s librarian,

their curriculum.
Students in the science department use
computers to process and analyze scientific
research while a couple of doors down, the
yearbook staff learns how to design and
layout its annual.

are

to live in the modern world, said David

as

departments all use computer technology in

Internet

train teachers how to
use them.

Computers are part of the essential skills

ms

The wires to
gain access- to- the

The school installed a computer lab three
years ago and now it holds conferences to

rentinstructional practices,” states the technology mission statement.

Fe

In a speech last Thursday, President
Clinton issued a “challenge to America to
see to it that every classroom in our country”
be connected to the Internet by the year
2000, according to the San Francisco
Chronicle.
Humboldt County schools are moving
towards the president’s goal, but some are
encountering obstacles along the way.
Computers are utilized throughout
McKinleyville High School.
The science, math, English and business

were,” he said.

presentand emerging technologies into cur-

Tr

the role of teachers.

that look to go on line — face a tight budget
that doesn’t allow for the thousands of dollars it takes to install the equipment.

in all curricular areas ... (we) will integrate

~—e

Although technology is becoming an integral part of education, it won’t take over

on the Internet.
But they — like many schools in the county

a tool that can support and enhance learnin

F595

STAFF

school established its own site committee to
represent its individual needs.
“The (district) realizes that technology is

-*-

o
Lincoln.
They offer alternatives to the traditional
lecture method.
“In the last couple of years we’ve made
monumental steps compared to where we

That’s why they began the venture to get

By Leesa Coble
LUMBERJACK

said Brad Albee, computer lab technician at

created to run the program and make sure
the schools’ systems are compatible. Each

_—_—_—

focus on spreadsheets, databases and word
processing.
Computers enhance the core curriculum,

@ Lack of money leaves some Humboldt County
schools behind in computer technology. Getting on
line is a slow process.
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Computing problems

By Jackson Garland
MANAGING EDITOR

The situation is a familiar one to

lated story.
“I went to a client’s office to get

a copy of their database so I could
upgrade it on our computer. The
client’s computer ended up having
the N.A.T.A.S. virus, which car-

ried overto ourcomputer,” he said.
“It brought down our network for
an entire afternoon.”
The computer labs on campus
have also had their share of prob-

lems.

many students — just as you go to

“One night a student was work-

save an important paper to your

ing on her term paper at the Gist

computer disk, the entire computer

computer
lab and she encountered
a disk error,” Drew Meyer, a CIS
junior and lab monitor at the Jolly
Giant Commons computer lab,
said. “She tried other computers

freezes up.
Upon rebooting the computer,
you not only discover your file
wasn’t saved, but an unknown virus has also been introduced to the

computer, endangering all the files
contained within.

Everybody who has ever dealt
with computers has a horror story

‘

Education)

about it.

“A roommate I had was using
my computer for the first time,”

Scott Tucker, a physics and math
senior, said. “He had been typing
for two-hours without saving when

a power company transformer suddenly blew up. He lost his entire
paper.”
Tucker also had tales which
closer to home. He works with
mother in San Diego during
summer, where her company’s
ents and records are all stored
central computer

hit
his
the
cliina

system.

“Once we got an entire new sys-

tem and after hooking it up, we
copied all of our files to the new
computer, deleting the old files.

“We only had a backup of what
we considered to be critical, but it
turns out there was a lot more we

should have backed up because
the next day, the hard drive in the
new computer failed,” he said. “As
a result, we lost hundreds of hours
of work, and in the business world,

hours equals dollars.”
Tucker had another work-re-

“My advice would be to save
often and back up your file every
chance you get, even saving it to
other disks if possible, which helps
getting around disk errors,” he
said.
One problem students perceive
with the computer labs is the outdated equipment. Labs such as
Founders Hall 202 and the Gist
lab have Macintosh Pluses and

{feb
NE a by

even if the disk says it’s a highdensity disk on the label, the computer will only read it as doubledensity — which has less storage
space — and will formatitas such.
Ifthe studentatsome later point
takes the disk to a newer computer capable of reading highdensity disks, it will be unable to
read the disk.
“Those computers have been
are 5-years-old or older. That’s
very old for the computer indus-

try.

me,” Meyer said. “As he told her,

“We have plans
sources,” he said.

appropriate disk utility software
required to save her file. After several moments of anxiety, the
student’s file was saved.

Both professors agree computer
competency should be required of
all students and using the Internet
will become a natural part of edu-

said. William Herbrechtsmeier, as-

sistant professor of religious studies, is one such teacher taking a
different approach to using the
Internet.

:

Herbrechtsmeier uses an analogy of a wheel to explain his approach. In an average classroom
the teacher is the focus of the class,

along the rim writing papers to the
teacher and receiving comments.
“What I want to do is put the
teacher on the rim along with the

memory, such as the Power PC
Macintoshes,” he said. “We still

Powerbook, which contained the

their words have, he said.

sity disks.
Those machines also format
disks without telling the student
how it’s being formatted. Hence,

in the room but none of them
worked.”
The student walked to UPD to
see what other labs were open. An
officeraccompanied her to another
lab, where they still had no success
retrieving the file.
“The officer then referred her to

Meyer fired up his Macintosh

ence system allows students to
learn the reaction and feedback

artists to adapt course materials.
Campbell said chances are “pretty
good” it will happen by next year.
Professors will adapt technology in different ways, Campbell

at the hub, and the students sit

“We'd like to put some of the
latest systems in ;with more

‘Ifyou’ve gota Mac problem, Drew
Meyer can fix it.’ So she comes to
the lab at the ‘J’ and hooks up with
me.”

Requiring the use of a confer-

SE’s, which won’t read high-den-

well-used,” Don Miller, of Academic Computing, said. “They

) \

ideas were important.”

¢ Continued from page 11

Computers hassle students
@ System and
human errors leave
students frustrated
and angry.
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don’t have a single one of those
available for students.”
Milleralso pointed out while
the
Pentium PC computers have been
on the line for at least two years,
none are available for students.
but

no

re-

Academic Computing has taken
an active stance for protecting the
computers from viruses, however.

Each computer in the labs automatically scans any incoming disks

students,” Herbrechtsmeier said.

“Everybody writes their comments
to the center, everybody sees what
everybody has to say.”
In his Introduction to Islam class
students fulfill a writing requirement by submitting all writing by
e-mail. Students can read each others’ papers, comment and discuss
issues, he said.

Herbrechtsmeier said one of the
most important things that happened to him in college was when
a professor wrote three pages of
comment on something he had
written. “I can remember this very,
very clearly,” he said. “That was
powerful because (the professor)
read it. He thought about it. My

cation, much like word processors

are now commonplace.
“Like it or not, (technology) is
part of your life — learn to deal
with it. If you don’t learn how to
drive the truck it’s going to run you
over,” Herbrechtsmeier said. “My
feeling is that you can turn that
disadvantage (computer illiteracy)
into an advantage. That’s part of
your education.”
There is a myth young people
are computer literate, said Stephen
Fox, history professor.
Fox’s U.S. History class consists of mostly freshmen and he has
been teaching students how to use
e-mail and the Web to “learn that
there is another tool available” for
gathering information.
'
His homepage has links to historical documents and is used for
distributing class assignments, but
further use of the Web is only required for an extra-credit project.
Nate Allen, marine biology senior, is in Fox’s class. “I think he’s

doing it because he feels it’s an
important technology that all students need to know, not just for
history, but forany oftheir classes,”
he said.
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students insert for viruses. All of

the applications installed on the
computers are also prescreened for
viruses.
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HSU plans to assure student access to computers
The money for these changes

assure student access to comput-

Mark Resmer, SSU associate
vice president for information technology, said he agrees with
Guillaume.
“We're not talking about
computer police here going door
to door,” Resmer said.

©

“If you want to, there are ways

a computer up front and work off

of gettingby (without buying a textbook),” Resmer said. “You can use
a friend’s — whatever. But we
strongly suggest you do (buy atextbook).”
Guillaume and Resmer said

the cost,” he said. “Not a single
student has come up to me and
said that he needed a computer
and couldn’t get one.”

PL

?

Ey
8
8

* Tressa

the faculty to be much more imagi-

Associated Students’ President
Tracy Terrill said. “In all areas
student response has been very
positive. Parents have been incredibly positive.”
Among the changes at SSU
this semester were a rewiring of all

native and get away from the whole
teacher-facing-student and lectur-

900 residence hall units to give
them a direct connection to the

campus computer system, upgrading campus computer labs, installing docking stations for laptops in
classrooms and hiring five full-time
staffmembers to help students with
computer problems.

er

ee

ee

ne

ing thing.”

Guillaume said HSU has not
made any firm decisions yet but

wants to begin the computer upgrading for next fall.
As to what might be in store
for HSU next year, Guillaume said,
“That depends on the student and

faculty committee. It could mean
help desks in the computer labs. It
could mean a student software library. It could mean any number
of things.”
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happens,” he said. “It will allow
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campus.
“This is going to be a catalyst
to change the whole way learning
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Resmer said he is excited
about the effect this will have on
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tem.
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well, he said.

“Also, students can get special jobs on campus where they get

and to see how well its program is
working.
Resmer said SSU has a variety
of programs to help low-income
students obtain computers. Some
are loaned to students by the university, some are donated by local
businesses and some are bought by
students with loans obtained
through a special program set up
with local credit unions. The financial aid office takes into account a
students’ need for a computer as

Faculty Artist Series
Valgene Phillips, horn
Greg Granoff, piano

Recycle

HSU students approved a
$36 technology fee last semester
that has been stalled because the
chancellor’s office is reviewing the
entire fee policy for the CSU sys-

He compared the new policy
at SSU to students being told they’re
required to have textbooks.

HSU is looking to SSU for ideas

Faculty Artist Series
John Brecher, cello
Deborah Clasquin, piano

for more

at all,” he said.

vice president of Academic Affairs

ers.”

Call Concert Line at 826-5436 or
Music Dept. Office at 826-3531

CSU fee policy will be.
“Now, there is no fee policy

ALFRED GUILLAUME

*

Oct. 26

pending a decision on what the

to computers.”

he said. “What we want to do is to

chancellor’s office, Terrill
SSU proposed a $37 tech-

nology fee, but the idea is on hold

want to do is to assure student access

DEPARTMENT

Oct. 14

CSU
said.
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proposal was misunderstood.
“We were only considering
the possibility of a requirement,”

ARNUMUNTe

Sept. 30

“We were only considering the
possibility of a requirement. What we

dent of Academic Affairs, said the

® PRESENTS

came from an advance from the

did

HSU is preparing to follow
the lead of Sonoma State University by dramatically increasing
computer services and ensuring
student access to computers, administrators said.
The process began in the fall
oflast year when President Alistair
McCrone signed a proposal by
SSU President Ruben Armifana
to increase the use of computer
technology on their campuses.
The proposal caused some
controversy when some saw it as
requiring incoming freshmen to

own a computer as a condition of
being accepted into HSU.
Alfred Guillaume, vice presi-
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™ Wisdom
An HSU wildlife
professor and two field
groups of graduate
students are seeking the
truth about the
mysterious spotted owl.
By Rebecca Klein
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Pree

Rocky Gutiérrez is on the search for

the truth of the spotted owl.
Gutiérrez, wildlife professor, has spent the last

five summers in the Southwest studying the Mexican

spotted owl, one of three sub-species of the spotted owl.
Two different field groups, one in Arizona south of
Flagstaff, and one in western New Mexico, study the
owls’ living habits.
The groups also catch the owls to take measurements
and band the animals for continued research.
The field work is done by 30 to 50 graduate students,
mostly from HSU. Mark Seamans, research assistant for
HSU foundation, has been the project leader in New

Mexico for the entire five years.
“I was really lucky,” Seamans said. “I had experience
researching and working with the California spotted
owl, but I really wanted to work out of state. The Mexican spotted owl project came up and I took it.”
Chris May, a wildlife graduate student, has been the
project leader in Arizona for the last two years and has

Spotted owl varieties
The Northern spotted owl
¢ Dark, brown feathers
¢ Males weigh about 17.2 - 24.2 ounces, females

weigh about 18.9 - 29.8 ounces
¢ General habitat lies between Marin County and
British Columbia

The California spotted ow!
* Lighter in color than Northern spotted owl
¢ Males weigh about 16.5 - 24.0 ounces, females

weigh about 18.7 - 27.2 ounces
¢ General habitat lies in:northem parts of the
Cascade Range and the southern portions of the
Sierra Nevadas as well as in the coastal area from
Monterey to Santa Barbara

The Mexican spotted owl
¢ Lighter in color than the California spotted owl
¢ Males weigh about 15.7 - 21.9 ounces, females
weigh about 16.8 - 23.8 ounces
¢ General habitat lies in southern Utah and

Colorado, stretching to the Guadalupe Mountains in
west Texas and Michoacan, Mexico

two other
years experience
as a field worker.

“I was interested in the
Mexican spotted owl because my thesis was on the
Geographic Information
System, a computer-based
mapping system, and I am
especially interested in

predators,” he said. “This
project offered an involvement with
both.”
Because of Gutiérrez’s work with the spot-

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
BY DAWN LETAK

ted owls, wildlife researchers probably know more
about the spotted owl than any other endangered
species. However, he said they are only just beginning to
understand the complexity of these animals.

According to the five years of research, there is evi-

“In 1979 people didn’t even say owl,” Gutiérrez said.

dence the population is ona

“But I knew it was going to be a big problem. If people
want to cut down trees, and other people want to save
the owls, there are going to be some
lines crossed.”

However, because the animals live about 15 years, five
years does not give conclusive evidence.
“Even if a population is going up or
down, you can’t conclude the overall
trend. Some changes in population have
to do with natural causes,” Gutiérrez

Mexican spotted owls are a threat-

ened species, which means they will
face extinction unless aremedy is found.
Gutiérrez is working with the U.S. Forest Service and Rocky Mountain Forest
and Range Experiment Station to find
such a remedy. Gutiérrez has received
more than $5 million in grant money
over the last 15 years from various
sources, receiving almost $300,000 this

four to five percent decline.

said. “For example, it is expected that a
population will decline in a year of
drought, but they might bounce back the
next year.”
All those involved with this project tend
>

iy
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‘

ms
‘
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EE
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d

to agree that without eight tol0 years of
research, all evidence is inconclusive.
However, funding is tenuous and

Rocky Gutierrez
year alone.
Gutiérrez said he fears this may be the last
The contributions seem to be worthwhile because the year because of general cutbacks.

results from Gutiérrez’s work are now being used to

develop a Mexican spotted owl recovery plan. Two
issues being raised are: what can be done to stabilize the

population and what the criteria is for removing the
animal from the threatened species list?

“It would be a waste of the money that’s already been
put into this project. The evidence we have now is good,
but it’s not enough,” said Gutiérrez.

Gutiérrez was awarded the Scholar of the Year award
in 1988 for his work with spotted owls.
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Schatz’s $4 million donation largest in university's history
HSU president.
The center’s solar hydrogen
project is developing the technol-

By Mel Hatch
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The world is one step closer to
pollution-free vehicles thanks to the
largest single cash donationin HSU’s
history.
The $4 million granted by L. W.
Schatz, owner of General Plastics of
Tacoma, Wash., brings the total

amount the 83-year-old plastics pioneer has bestowed upon engineering and forestry projects at HSU to
$7.4 million dollars.
“Dr. Schatz’s continued support
ofthe Schatz Energy Research Center enables our researchers to transform what many once considered
science fiction to state-of-the art ap-

plications,” said Alistair McCrone,

ogy of hydrogen fuel production
from solar energy and the storage of
this fuel in fuel cells that will regenerate electricity to power cars.
The project’s first hydrogen fueled vehicle, the fourth in the world,

is scheduled to debut Nov. 5 in the
Palm Desert Electric Vehicle Parade.
The golf cart-type vehicle uses

hydrogen fuel made from water and
solar energy. The fuel powers an
electric generator. There are no bat-

teries involved.
“When you put all that together
you have a clean, sustainable transportation system. There’s no pollution whatsoever and it’s renewable

— and that’s the only way to do it,”
said Peter Lehman, director of the

Schatz Energy Research Centerand
HSU environmental engineering
resources professor.
The Schatz endowment adds to
the $4.2 million needed for the
center’sinvolvementina project that
will create a solar and
wind powered transportation system for the city

1987 with the donation of a 385-

him develop his hardwood cultivation in the mid-1980’s,

acre tree farm and an $800,000 en-

dowment to the university, stems
from two basic interests. The first is
the promotion ofnon-polluting energy sources.

The facility will “make the L.W.
Schatz Demonstration Tree Farm
an even more effective natural laboratory for education and research in
forest ecology and ecosystem management,” said Professor Larry Fox

of the forestry department.

the department because he was so

impressed with what the forestry
department was doing with hard-

development of hardwoods industries in areas
where restrictions placed
on the harvesting of the
less profitable softwoods

Christensen, vice president of De-

University’s progress towards maksource
ing hydrogenanon-polluting
of energy for cars,” Schatz told
Linker.
“The work being done by
Humboldt is of worldwide importance. I don’t know of any other
place where the funds that I am providing would havea greater effect on
the future economy.”
Schatz said hardwoods “area tremendous asset almost completely
overlooked at the present time ...

They are assets to the furniture and
construction trades and could make

“Theentire forestry faculty is overwhelmed with appreciation for Dr.

“Then he decided to donate it to

woods

(Douglas Fir and Redwood) has brought ecostation that will produce
hydrogen fuel from soL. W. Schatz nomic hardship.
“T have a great deal of
lar and wind power.
admiration for Humboldt State
The funds, all ofwhich are not yet

near Arcata.

the HSU forestry department onto

The other reason is the

used to build a fueling

square-foot teaching facility at the
Schatz Demonstration Tree Farm

5:30 - 9:30 p.m.

his Maple Creek tree farm to help

The $4.2 million will be

dowment will construct a 2,500-

Mon. & Tues.

Schatz’s generosity, which began in

Most of the funds are
provided by the U.S.
Department of Energy.

operating and servicing the city vehicles.
A $500,000 portion of the en-

- fresh, local fish tacos

university began when he invited

of Palm Desert, Calif.

secured, will also train a staff for

Schatz’s relationship with the

Schatz’s extremely generous gift.”
According to Michael Slinker,
director of university relations,

an important impact on the local
economy.”

research,”

said

velopment and Administrative Ser-

vices.

Schatz added an

$800,000 en-

dowment because HSU cannot ac-

cept the land without any operating
funds.

According to Christensen, the lat-

est gift came without solicitation

when, shortly after the death of his
wife, Schatz came to him to talk

about what his two projects needed
in the way of funding.
Schatz’s wealth comes from his
years as a plastics innovator. In college he studied forestry and came
Just short of a doctorate.

After working in forestry he saw a
need for firehoses that wouldn’t rot,

for use in forest fire as well as by the
armed forces in World War II. He
then developed a firehose infused
with plastic.

Later he perfected plywood by
using plastic instead of glue. The
method — for which he was denied
a patent — is used to this day.

Sat. Special - BUY 1 vegie burrito
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Professor discusses seismic past and future

~\ Discover
> Science

By Rebecca Klein
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Geology Professor Gary Carver
received recognition forhis Scholar
ofthe Yearaward during his Sept. 19
lecture, “Paleo Earthquakes and

Pre-Historic People.”
Carver spoke about the Cascadia
Subduction Zone, a system of faults
Conservation Unlimited speaker to discuss wolves

which stretches from Northern Cali-

Conservation Unlimited will hold a meeting today at 5:30
p-m. in Wildlife 206. The guest speaker will be Chris May, who

fornia to British Columbia.
This subduction zoneislike those
which are more active near Japan

will discuss his experience studying wolves in Yellowstone

National Park.
Docents needed for Arcata Marsh
Friends of the Arcata Marsh will hold docent, or tour guide,

training sessions throughout October. Topics expected to be
covered at the sessions include the varieties of flora and fauna of
the marsh, discussion of the characteristics of a wetland, inte-

grated wastewater treatments systems and interpretive techniques.
The training sessions will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. tomorrow,
Oct. 5, 19 and 26. There will also be two additional weekend
sessions from 10 a.m. to noon on Oct. 7 and 21. For more
information, call 826-2359.

and South America, the only difference being Cascadia has had no
significant activity in the last couple
of centuries.

Carver described subduction
zones as an area where two plates of
earth converge. The oceanic plate
is constantly moving in and under

The Student Environmental Action Coalition meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in Siemens Hall 109. Topics discussed at the

meetings include saving the Headwaters Forest, ending predator control in Humboldt County, preserving the Endangered
Species Act and ending illegal off-road vehicle use at Humboldt
County beaches.
seeks docents

The HSU Natural History Museum is holding docent training sessions every Thursday until Oct. 19. The sessions begin
at 4 p.m. and ends at 5:15. The Natural History Museum is
located at 1315 G St., across the street from Wildberries Mar-

ket. More information can be obtained by calling the museum at
826-4479.

scratched into them,” Carver said.

“One in particular had dread-locktype hair. We named that one Bob
Marley, and soonall the stones were
called Marley stones.”
The stones were also important
to Carver because they were found
at many locations and were dated
back toabout1500,and so they serve
as a map of time.
Many Native American tribes in
Northern Californiaalso help Carver
with his research. Tribes have stories of large tsunamis or large earthquakes happening ina specific area.
When examined, the land often tells

a similar story.

where three orphaned tsunamis hit.
Orphaned tsunamis occur when
the effects of an earthquake travel
across a body of water and trigger
large waves on another continent.

Research strongly indicates the
earthquake could not have come
from South America or Alaska, leav-

ing the Cascadia Subduction Zone
as a likely candidate.
Carver was one of threenominees
for the Scholar of the Year award.
He received his doctorate at the
University of Washington in 1972

and has taught at the State University of New York at Binghamton,
the University of Washington at
Seattle and HSU.

One such story tells of a large

In the last four years Carver has

earthquake in the 1700s. Proof of
this earthquake is found in Japan

authored or contributed to 43 journal articles or abstracts.

the plate ofland, causing the land to
rise or sink. It is this change in land
level that interests Carver.
Carver spends much of his time
in Alaska, where he searches for

gest quakes in U.S. history.
To look into the past, Carver examines a core of land about six feet
deep.
Each band of color on that core
tells a story of the land. A band of
browncolor could signify when that
land was above sea level, a gray
band denotes the land was below
sea level. Sand deposits signify a
large tsunami, and a band of ash
records volcanic eruptions.

courses every Tuesday through Oct. 10. Topics covered in-

the times of major earthquakes are
Carver’s foremost objective, he said

herbal formulations. More information can be obtained by calling Center Activities at 826-3357.
Lost Coast exploration trip offered

The HSU Natural History Museum is sponsoring an exploration trip to the Lost Coast. Participants will explore tidepools
and observe seabirds and marine mammals with naturalist and
marine biologist Eileen Wolf. The price of the trip is $20.
members will be charged $16. More information can

be obtained by calling the museum at 826-4479.

cannondale
HANDMADE

IN

USA

Although the history ofland and
his most frequently asked question
is, “What about the people who
lived during those times?”
Carver’s research into the land
has given him some clues about the
people as well. The Inuit people
lived on the beaches of Alaska in
dwellings called barabaras. Carver
has found artifacts left in barabaras
suchas otter darts and dart holders,

— By Jackson Garland

“The Bicycle People” BICYCLES

has found evidence of large earthquakes thathappenedaround 1100,
1500, and, of course, 1964.

clude preparation of teas, herbal oils, salves, tinctures and

HENDERSON CENTER

Through these records, Carver

Herbalism course offered
Center Activities is sponsoring introduction to herbalism

Museum

“Most of the pebbles had a face

answers about the 1964 “Good Frday” earthquake, one of the stron-

Environmental club meets weekly

History museum

17
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slate lids, lampsand incised pebbles

F St., Eureka

2811

443-9861
Open Sun-Fri Closed Sat
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which he calls Marley stones.
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Graduate Record Examination
Review Workshop
A 3-hour intensive workshop to help students prepare for the
mathematics sections of the GRE.

For a natural healthy glow, use as a blush
& highlighter that changes to suit your
skin color. Also use as lip color,
eye make-up, body
bronzer, or nail color.
Includes applicator
puff.

Thursday, September 28
6:30-9:30 pm
Library 56

FEE:

$40.00 noncredit

INSTRUCTOR: Martin Flashman, Prof. Mathematics, HSU

Available in Original,
Desert Rose, & Wild Plum

For more information or to register

$12.00 Papoose size
Egyptian Eyes * Eye-shadow * Lipstick
Complexion Brushes * Hair Accessories
Henna ° Rachel Perry Cosmetics

DATE:
TIME:
LOC:

call 707 826-3731
1031 H St. © Arcata * 822-3450
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4 Organic Espresso & Local Foods
% Fresh Juices & Smoothies

Getting Things Douel!

“Catering & Take Out
¥ Breakfast ALL Day

Are you interested in an

** Daily Specials

AmeriCorps opportunity?

Stuffed

Tofu

Turkeys
Cashew

Gravy

Open...

Earn money for school while serving your community!

7:00am Everyday

For more information about
opportunities available contact:

Between
768

G & H « Northtown

18th St. ¢ Arcata ¢ 826-7543

Six Rivers National Forest @ (707) 441-3583

BODY PIERCING
by John Lopez

(707) 444-3497
(LeGary Photo)

Student Discount
No longer at the
Pleasure Center

HOUSE CALLS ONLY

Boston

$178*
New York
Wash.DC
Orlando
London

$159*
$178*
$178*
$195*

Paris
Tahiti
Tokyo
Bangkok
Auckland
Sydney

$235*
$295*
$265*
$382*
$439*
$479*

Fares are each way from San Francisco based on a
roundtrip purchase. Restrictions apply and taxes are not
included.

Call for other worldwide destinations.

Council Travel
530 Bush St., Dept. 800, Ste. 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Empty.

Desiring something more.

een like that? Your life like that now? Maybe there’s a part of you that can’t
be satisfied by anything in this world. As someone has said, “There's a God-shaped vacuum
in the heart of every person that only God can fill.”

Your

God has a great way of bringing depth and meaning to life. Jesus said, “| came that
you

might have life, and have it more abundantly.” Find out what God can
do in your life. He

can make the difference. For your free booklet on Real Life call

1-800-236-9238

=

Con't settle for anything less,
Get your
free booklet on Real Life by calling 1-800-236-9238.
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A classical affair
Clasquin, Brecher to open Faculty Artist Series
By Vanessa Payne
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Pianist Deborah Clasquin and
cellist John Brecher will perform
a repertoire of 20th- century compositions Saturday evening at
Fulkerson Hall to open this year’s
Music Faculty Artist Series.

Clasquin and Brecher, both
associate professors in HSU’s
music department, will present

six pieces at the concert, two of
which will be solos representing a
variety of composers and styles.
“There are a lot of different
styles and techniques in 20th-cen-

tury music,” Brecher said. “The
program is spread out over the
whole century.”

The first half of the program
will be devoted to American composers. They will begin the
evening with Leonard Bernstein’s
“Two Meditations,” a composition from the composer’s 1971
theater piece “Mass.”
“Cantando/Scherzando,” the
most recent piece in the program,
written by Tom Benjamin in the
*80s and “Ricordanza,” a musical

collage

written

by

George

Rochberg, will follow.

The program’s

solo perfor-

mances will be “Cello Sonata,” a

cello solo written by composer
George Crumb,

and “Preludes

versed in through either their
graduate studies or their profes-

sional experience in Europe.
Brecher, an HSU professor for
seven years, spent 18 years per-

forming in Europe. He began his
stay in Copenhagen in
where he performed in a
quartet in Stuttgart. He
moved to Oslo, Norway,

1972
string
later
where

he met his wife, HSU instructor

of preparational studies Carol

Jacobson, and played in the Na~ tional Operaand the Netherlands
Ballet Orchestra.
Brecher spent the majority of
this time — 11 years — in the
Dutch province
of Brabant, where
he landed a positionas first cellist
in the Brabant Symphony.
Brecher returned to Europe on
sabbatical last spring and played
six performances of 20th-century
compositions

in Holland,

En-

gland and France. Three of the
pieces he performed in Europe
are included in Saturday’s con-

opus 17,” a piano solo written by

cert.

Russian composer Scribian.
Clasquinand Brecher conclude
the program with Hungarian com-

Brecher’s education includes
undergraduate work at Bard Col-

poser Zoltan Zodaly’s “Sonata for

and Marlboro College in Ver-

Cello and Piano.”

mont, where he received his bach-

lege, Juilliard School of Music

Twentieth-century classical

elor of arts degree. He completed

music is a genre both Clasquin
and Brecher have become well

his post-graduate studies at Boston University.

Clasquin began studying piano
in her early 20s as a liberal arts
student at Smith College in Boston. Although she began studying
musicin college, she said her interest in classical music began at a
very early age.
“I was always one of those
oddball kids who was interested in
classical music atan early age,” she
said. “I always had my eye on the

arts but my parents were opposed
to me going to a professional (music) conservatory because they
wanted me to have a broader education.”

Clasquin fulfilled her parents’
wish by attending a liberal arts college but decided to study piano at
the New England Conservatory in
Boston after graduation. After receiving her master’s at the conservatory, she entered a doctoral program at Indiana University of
Bloomington.

In the middle of her doctoral
work at Indiana, Clasquin was of-

fered a position at HSU in 1985 as
a part-time lecturer. To continue
her studies through Indiana University, she had to fly back summers. It took the pianist a total of

eight years to complete
her doctorate which is her “biggest milestone”
yet.
Clasquin also spent some time
studying in Europe. She took sabbatical leave last fall to study with
pianists Alain Planes and Serge
Markarov and to research early
20th-century French composers
such as Ravel and Debussy.
Clasquin said classical music
from the 20th century is often ignored because there is a tradition
in classical music to emphasize ear-

PHOTO

COURTESY

OR THE

MUSIC

DEPARTMENT

Music professors Deborah Clasquin and John Brecher present
contemporary classical pieces to raise scholarship money.
lier, more “traditional” composers such as Bach, Mozart and
Brahms.

“It’s a century that’s sorely neglected when it comes to programming,” she said. “Its repertoire is

very unique... a lot of the music
reflects what has happened in this
century so it reflects a lot of the
anxiety and turmoil.

Sometimes

it’s difficult to listen to... it’s very
guttural,”
The program beginsat
7:45 p.m.
with a discussion of the evening’s
repertoire by Ben ‘Tankersley.
Proceeds from this year’s concert series go to the C. Leland
Barlow Scholarship fund which
benefits HSU music students in
need of financial assistance.

Summit brings different kind of grass to County
By Matt Krupnick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

An all-star cast will leave visitors to Van

Duzer Theatre feeling blue after Friday’s
Bluegrass Summit.
The Summit, presented by CenterArts,
brings together some of the

with their album, “Take Me Back.” Since
then, the pair has released two more albums,

“Remember Me” and “Away Out On The
Mountain.”
Fans may recognize their music from the
jukebox in The Brick on the “Northern Ex-

posure” television series.
Douglas

best-known bluegrass performers in the country for

known

Tony Trischka and Darol

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

Playing a hybrid of country, bluegrass and Celtic fiddle, Tim and Mollie O’Brien
and The O’Boys are one of five acts included on the Bluegrass Summit ticket.

Anger.
The O’Brien siblings
bring to HSU a plethora of musical experiences. Tim has delved into the genres of
bluegrass, country and Celtic fiddle. Two of
his songs, “Walk the Way the Wind Blows”
and “Untold Stories,” have reached the Top
10 country charts. He has also worked with
numerous other artists such as Mary Chapin
Carpenter.
The O’Briens debuted as a duo in 1988

widely

for his proficiency

on the dobro.

an 8 p.m. show.
Appearing will be Tim

and Mollie O’Brien, Jerry
Douglas, Peter Rowan,

is

Friday 8 p.m.

$13, $17
Van Duzer Theatre

‘As a session playeron
albums by everyone from
Randy
Travis
to

Roseanne

Cash, Jerry

Douglas is by farand away

the fastest,

smoothest,

sweetest dobro player in
all of Nashville,”

stated

Country

Guitar

magazine.
Douglas has released two Grammy-nominated albums, “Slide Rule” and “The Great

Dobro Sessions.”
Peter Rowan has also displayed versatility
in his career, exploring bluegrass, rock, Tex-

See Bluegrass, page 21
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Rants & Raves

diction days — fast and fiery

coupled with slower, introspective
bridges.
On “Deep Kick” singer Anthony
Kiedis attempts to capture a
Morrison-esque feeling, but it turns
out sounding like “Classic Girl”
meets the Doors.
“One Big Mob” begins like an

So, without

take a look at several tracks.

but takes a turn which is reminiscent of the sleepy bridges in
“Ted, Just Admit It ...” and
“Three Days.”
I have three words for the title
track “One Hot Minute” — Stone

“One Hot Minute”
Warner Bros.

Temple Pilots. Sorry, but I have to

After seven attempts the Red
Hot Chili Peppers have finally
found what they were searching for —a permanent guitarist.

gins slowly and then hits you
like an onomatopoeia from the
60s television series “Batman.”

tear into at least one song.
“Walkabout” is a straight-up
70s funk song. It would make a
perfect television theme song.
Somehow “The White Shadow”
and “What’s Happening” come to
mind,
Other songs like “My Friends”
have an “Under the Bridge” feel to
them. Ifthis song becomesa single,
modern radio will probably run it
into the ground. “Tearjerker” is in
the same vein.
This album may not sound like
the Chili Peppers per se, but it’s
still a very good album.
If Perry Farrell had overdosed
on heroin during his Jane’s Addiction days and if Anthony Kiedis

Pow!

took his place, you would prob-

Navarro’s guitar workis very
reminiscent of his Jane’s Ad-

ably get something like this album.

Well, at least permanent

for

now.
Dave

Navarro,

formerly

of

Jane’s Addiction, adds a hard,
effects-driven edge to the kings
of punk/funk. Navarro and
bassist Flea are the Dream
Team of rock and roll.
The latest effort is the most
rock-sounding Peppers album
to date courtesy of Navarro’s
dreamy, introverted style.

“Warped,” the first cut, be-

— Steve McDonald

Nelson
“Because They Can”
Geffen

Nelson sucks.

Look at the group from any
angle. Listen to it while you’re in-

sanely drunk. No matter the situation, there’s no getting around the
conclusion — Nelson sucks.
When news of Matthew and
Gunnar Nelson’s new release “Be-

cause They Can” hit the rumor
mill, the music industry snapped
its head up and collectively asked,
“Nelson? You mean they’re still
recording?”
The answer, sports fans, is a re-

sounding yes.
This album is perfect cannon
fodder for Beavis and Butt-Head,

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT

“Be Still” is the most rockin’

song on the entire album. The

gritty vocals and superb, met-

ronome-like time keeping of the
drummer makes this track

sound like a mix of Nine Inch
“The Great Escape” features
Nails, Neil Diamond and Axl
beautiful harmonizing between the
Rose.
brothers and superbly punctuated
There you have it, a play-bybeats laid down by a mean bass,
play run down. Oh, and if you
electric guitar and drum set.
believe the praisings of the last
Gunnar’s orgasmic-sounding
few paragraphs, I’ve got some
groansare ingeniously intertwined
land in Florida you might be
with a high, whining acoustic guiinterested in.
tar.
— Jackson Garland
“Cross My Broken Heart” has it
all — tinges of country, top 40 and
elevator music. Gunnar and
Matthew’s vocals are reminiscent
of the best Lennon-McCartney
collaborations, spewing moving
lyrics like: “After you go, I guess
I’ll never know where you’ve run/
Will you try to disguise how you're
dyin’ inside/ Well, then you’ll be
the only one.”
The album contains two
instrumentals — the soft “Remi”
and the moving “Joshua is with me
now.”
“Won’t Walk Away” is worthy
of any high-quality rollerskating
rink.
Boy George
The opening guitar riffof“Love
“Cheapness and Beauty”
Me Today” sounds like a sound
Virgin Records
byte from the classic John Boorman
film “Deliverance.” The track
The king ofandrogyny is tryquickly turns into a beautiful baling to make another comeback.
lad which nearly brings a tear to
the listener’s eye.
See Rants & Raves, page 21

Students:
10% Off

All import
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except sale and
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further ado and

tongue planted firmly in cheek, let’s

old-school Chili Peppers song,
Red Hot Chili Peppers

who refer to Nelson as “ugly
chicks.”
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Rants & Raves
¢ Continued from page 20
Although he could never be
as good as he was in the new
wave days of Culture Club, Boy

George turns in a decent CD
with touches ofnew wave, disco,

pop, twang and even a little bit
of glam.
Boy George hits his highest
points with the ballads like “Unfinished Business” and “If I
Could Fly.” “Il Adore” is the
best song on the album with poeticverse backed by classy strings.
“Same Thing In Reverse” and

African drum, dance sessions
spread cultural ideals, traditions
By Steven McDonald
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In the rural areas of Senegal children learn to dance as soon as they

learn to walk.

When it comes to African music

and dancing there are generally no
observers — just participants.

In the Western African nations
of Senegal, New Guinea, Mali and

Guinea Bissau drumming

and

“Cheapness and Beauty” harken
back to the days of the hit singles
“Church of the Poisoned Mind”
and “I'll Tumble 4 Ya.”

dance are an integral part of life

The CD can get hard to get

and drummers through his work-

through when Boy George tries

shops.
“Weare ambassadors of our cul-

to have an edge.

Maybe

he

should have examined the case
of M.C. Hammer before recording a cover of Iggy Pop and
David Bowie’s “Funtime.”
The lyrics are another strong
point. It is obvious Boy George
is hurting and has lots of anger
for the lover “who walked like
Jack and loved like Mary.”
Not only does Boy George
play the “Karma Chameleon”
on the album but the liner note

photos display him and his
| friends in their best queen states
(reason enough to buy, I'd say).
— Carrie Bell

from birth until death.
Alassane Kane wants to bring
these ideals to American dancers

ture,” said Alassane Kane ina

tele-

phone interview from Oakland.
Kane, an instructor of West Af-

rican dance, comes to Arcata along
with Abdoulate Diakite Saturday
to conduct a dance and drumming
workshop at the Creamery
Dancenter. Each

lesson is two

hours long.
They will also hold workshops
at Beginnings in Briceland Friday
from 4 to 8 p.m. and Sunday from
11 a.m.to3 p.m. He invites all who
are curious about western Africa’s
“rich culture” to attend.
“It’s open to anyone who wants
to learn African dance and drum-
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Bluegrass
¢ Continued from page 19
Mex, rockabilly, Irish and reggae
music.
He was nominated for a
Grammy with the Nashville Bluegrass Band for the “New Moon
Rising” album in 1988. Rowan
has also worked with Jerry Garcia
and David Grisman.
Banjo guru Trischka has re-

dance of Senegal to people who
had never heard or seen it before.
He has toured and performed in
Japan, Israel, England, Holland

“In Senegal there are
27 different dialects.
There are also different
dancing and drumming
styles. If you really want
to become an artist you
need to learn all the
styles.”

and throughout the United States.
Kane said it takes a lot of hard
work to reach the professional level
he has obtained, which includes a
stint with Stevie Wonder.

corded more than a half dozen
solo albums and has contributed

He did the choreography for

to television, radio and theater.

Wonder’s “Dark and Lovely”
video in 1990 and toured with him
to the Ivory Coast and Senegal.
“(It takes) commitment and a
willing to do... When your job is
something you love you will suc-

ALASSANE KANE
instructor

According to a press release,
Trischka stated his music “has
influences

Kane, who came from Senegal
to the United States in 1986, has

studied African dance almost his
entire life.
“Africa is so big and it has many
different countries. In Senegal
there are 27 different dialects.
There are also different dancing
and drumming styles,” Kane said.
“If you really want to become an
artist you need to learn all the
styles.”
At the age of 12, Kane began
working with the National Dance
Company in Senegal. With the
dance company he traveled all over

the world bringing the music and

the

Mayfield said.

Mayfield, who is also a vocalist
and accomplished musician, has

founding member of the David
Grisman Quintet and the

lived in Humboldt County for 25
years. He admits to being a mere
novice in the field of African drumming and dance when compared
to Kane. For now he’s having fun.
“I’m learning something I
haven’t had a chance to learn be-

Montreux Band. He presently
works with the Turtle Island
String Quartet and Psychograss.
Tickets for Friday’s show are
available at The Works in Arcata

Bishop Mayfield of Garberville
has studied West African music
for nearly a year and looks forward
to the workshops.
“This type of drumming and

dancing is the root of all styles,”

and Eureka, The New Outdoor

Store in Arcata and the University Ticket Office at HSU. Tickets are $17 general and $13 students and seniors.

fore,” he said.

For more information call 9232642.

NEWe NEAR NEW e CONSIGNMENT
CLOTHING

What's New!

Every Wednesday
PROGRESSIVE BEER NIGHT!
Imports & Microbrews

8-9 p.m....50¢/glass
75¢/glass

10 - 11 p.m...$1.00/glass
11 - 12 p.m....$1.25/glass

Burgers * Homefried Potatoes

French Roast ¢ Beer/Imports
Wine ¢ Sierra Nevada on Tap

NEW FRESH PASTA DINNERS IN SEPTEMBER
HOURS
MON - FRI 7:00AM - 2:00PM
SAT - SUN 8:00AM - 3:00 PM

1057 H STREET ¢ ARCATA * 822-4650

@SBSSSSSSSSSORASSHROSSSSERES

CHECK OUT OUR
UNRELIEVARLE SALE!

9-10p.m

Beatles,

Aaron Copland and Bill Monroe
... ’'m notatall trying to compare
myself to them, but they all get in
there somehow.”
Bluegrass Unlimited magazine
stated, “Trischka’s playing is a
reminder that bluegrass does not
have to be a nostalgia trip ... for
Trischka, bluegrass is a natural
resource, nota finished product.”
Violinist Darol Anger was a

ceed,” Kane said.

ming,” Kane said.
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Thursday Night

1/2 Liter Night!
Alabama Slammers
Purple Hooters
Long Island Iced Teas

eo

$3.50 each

saturdays

Frosted Cocktails!

Late Night

$2.75

Happy- Hour

Margaritas
Daquiris
Pina Coladas

9 p.m. - midnight

Free
No One Under 21!
865 9th Street

2

Popcorn

- 7 T.V.’s

Please Don’t Drink & Drive!!!
Arcata
822-2302
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Sexploitation film | vax
9

doesn’t show much
By David Chrisman
LUMBERJACK

¥. Movie »#%

STAFF

=

If you’ve ever wanted to watcha
Cinemax after-dark movie on the
big screen, go see “Showgirls.”
If you happen to fancy such the-

©

Review

- &

|
JQ,

NC

Elizabeth Berkley brings nothing
to the screen despite being buckbooty-naked throughout the film.

In the sex scenes between her

the name Emmanuelle in the title.
“Showgirls,” directed by Paul
Verhoeven,

is

a

remake

and Zack (played by “Twin Peaks”
star Kyle MacLachlan), the only
element she seems to be on par
with your average porn star comes
when she opens her mouth (to
speak, thatis). Inthe lesbian scenes,
however, she isas believable as any
Wimbledon Champion.
The real frustration of the film is
its inconsistent gender appeal. Half
the film is gratuitous scenes of naked women while the other half is

of

“Flashdance” with atleast five pairs
of breasts strategically consuming
the screen at all times.
In a plot stolen from the movie
“Breakin’,” a switchblade-wield-

ing Nomi Malone (Elizabeth
Berkley from “Saved by the Bell”)
hitchhikes to Las Vegas in search
of fame and fortune.
Because ofNomi’s hidden talent
for fingernail painting, she catches
the eye of the show’s lead, Crystal
Connors.
To

make

ends

meet,

Nomi

Smoother than smooth
Isaac Hayes plans to release a
CD ofholiday tunes for which
he has already recorded two

wife of three years, Whitney
Houston, are having marital
problems. Brown was seen
flaunting a ringless hand while

Houston begged the press to
stay out of it and let the couple
“work it out.”

cocaine, Nomi figures out the ends

NC-17.

don’talways justify the means. She
then makes an attempt to put everything in its proper place.
Aside from having incredibly

“Showgirls” is a slow-moving
roller coaster of arousal and frustration that breaks down in the
middle and pisses everybody off.

was rated NC-57 rather than just

eM

meme mie ielle

mee] b

822 -4947

(hI COAST BODY AR}

¢ Paul Simon will shock

407 F Street
Arcata, CA 95521

Oprah Winfrey fans — but
The folk-rock legend just
finished recording the talk
show’s new theme song, “Ten
Years.”

gling menstrual mishaps, bad jokes
and even
worse dancing,
“Showgirls” will make you wish it

8 week session

“Roni.”
Apparently Brown and his

makeup and getting screwed over
by men.
Every male in the film is out for
vehicles that carry breasts and vaginas.
Even the men who exhibit herolike qualities are eventually exposed as unfaithful slimeballs and
try to justify themselves with lines
like, “I havea problem with pussy.”
Throw inirrelevant rape scenes,
a 500-pound stripper, spine-tin-

Starting Sept. 27, Wed. 7:30-9:00 pm

¢ Bobby Brown might be
looking for a new tender

not as a guest.

sex or money and treats women as

ACADEMY OF BALLET ARTS
OLD CREAMERY BUILDING

songs. He plans to offera vocal
styles and arrangements never
heard before.

these same women fighting over

dances naked in a not-so-classy
production on the other side of
town where she discovers another
hidden talent — making horny guys
ejaculate in their pants by gyrating
her naked butt.
This talent catches the attention
of Zack Carrey, entertainment director for the Stardust Hotel. She
gets a part in the big show where
she finds out exactly what it takes
to be the best in sin city.
After a dozen cat fights and an
introduction to lesbianism and

with Claudia Cole

_ There’s a new kid on the car| oling block.

well-kept pubes and contact lenses,

Love You” or any film containing

4

* Move over John Tesh,
| you’ve been “Shaft”-ed.

atrical elements as acting, dialogue,

plot development, believable characters and the like, you’d be better
off staying home and renting “Behind the Green Door,” “Tracy I

met SS
HIP HOP

G

e Yusuf Islam, the artist for-

merly known as Cat Stevens,
released his first album in 17
years. He only sings three
songs and the rest of the CD is
a monologue about Islam.
¢ Hippie hero Jerry Garcia
and ultra-conservative Rush
Limbaugh are neck in neck in

one aspect — the tie business.
Garcia’s line is based on his
watercolors and retail for $5
or $10 less than Limbaugh’s
(which can be mail-ordered for

$39.95). Limbaugh’s are designed by his wife, Marta.

Tone
lhTo(707)os 825-7537
eSingle Use Equipment
eClean & Comfortable Studio
©1,000's of Designs or
Create Your Own

e20 Years Experience

— Carrie Bell

| HUM~BOATS
SAILBOATS ~ KAYAKS
RENTALS ~ SALES
CLASSES ~ TOURS
443-5157
Foot of F Street

|

“Adventures on the Bay.”
NESERP

RES

WE PLAY EXCITING:
\r
”Y,
HIGH STAKES INDIANjBINGO
&G
EVERY WEDNESDAY:~ SUNDAY. ¢
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES.
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED 100.

ERASERS

® STATE THEATRES

|BARGAIN

| Hwy 101 & Indianola Ra. | PRICES l
$3 genera

senio
Free refil w/Targe dink |’ senior
442-3170

DOUBLE

FEATURES
“The Prophecy”

“

Babe”

as

TOP DOLLAR PAID for USED CDs
Cash or trade credit

“Operation

wit"

Dumbo Drop”

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES TO DOLLAR MACHINES

,

w

To)

==|

re)
fe)
3

“Waterworld” wit"
“Mortal Combat”

“Lord of

Largest Selection of NEW CDs
on the North Coast

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
SPECIAL & NO LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21", OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS.

“Under Siege” wit"

[
O
fe)

:

(101 NORTH)

and “A Walkin F

Iiilusions”

the Clouds’?

Movies change on Fridays.

Don’t forget $2

Tuesdays.

HUNGRY?
DEL! DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11AM

PT

DAY Sra a sav2aurs.

CHER-AE
BINGO
&

ARCATA
j

077-3611

HEIGHTS
CASINO

THE METRO
CDS & TAPES
878

G St+ ARCATA+*ON THE PLAZA
Open 7 Days 822-9015
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Streak ends
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Lady ’Jacks drop first game of season
competition this week.

By Sarah Collins

Lady *Jacks’ goalkeeper Julie

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The undefeated streak is over
after the HSU women’s soccer

team dropped its first game of the
year, 2-0 to Chico State Wednesday.

Competition continues to heat
up this week as both the HSU
men’s and women’s soccer teams
face some of the Northern California Athletic Conference’s hottest

teams.
The women’s team started conference play off with a bang on
Sunday by beating CSU Hayward
1-0 before dropping wednesday’s
decision.
The Lady *Jacks were dealt an
unfortunate blow to the offense

when Carey Goss, their leading
scorer, tore the anterior cruciate

ligament in her knee during the
Hayward game and will be out for
the remainder of the season.
The absence of Goss from the

line up is a tremendous loss of
speed for the Lady Jacks’ offense.
“We'llhave to replace the speed
that’s lost,” Head

Coach

Kim

Benson said. “Somebody’s going
to have to step up.”

Bensonis regarded asa hardcore

Raup was named conference
Player of the Week after earning
her fifth shutout of the season on
Sunday against Hayward. Raup

lead the league with an average of

0.57 goals allowed per game.
The Lady "Jacks hit the road

Saturday when they face UC
Davis on Aggie territory. Terra

Primavera, outside half-back for

the Lady ’Jacks, said they'll have
to step it up for the Davis game

because of the heat and especially the physical style of play

that the Aggies are known for.

The Aggies have out-scored
their opponents 23-9 in their last
nine games. Last season the HSU
club team lost to Davis 5-1.
Primavera feels the Lady Jacks
need to aim at having more heart
and pizzazz during their games.
“We need to add excitement for
the crowd,” Primavera said.

In their first year at intercollegiate
status, the Lady Jacksare zeroing in

HSU’s Brad Walker (15) and Allan Buether box in an unidentified Hayward player Sunday. The

ona No. 1 NCAC ranking.

‘Jacks picked up their first win of the season last Friday against Stanislaus.

“Because we’re new, we have
more desire to succeed,” forward

started conference play with a 3-

Jenny Roethliserger said. “We get
along really well with no personality conflicts.”

coach by her players and said she

feels the Lady ’Jacks will be able to
rise and play to the level of their

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Men’s soccer
The HSU men’s

soccer team

1.17 per game average.
Sophomore midfielder Jamie
Tuckey leads the *Jacks with 10
points and ranks third in the
NCAC in scoring, while Brad

0 win over CSU Stanislaus on
Friday.
Goalkeeper Chad Danielson
earned his first shutout of the
season against the Warriors and
ranks third in the NCAC in

Brooks Howard have added two

goals allowed. Danielson has a

points each.

Walker,

Nathan

Betschart and

The "Jacks tied the Hayward
Pioneers 1-1 on Sunday and
move on to face the Chico State
Wildcats on the soccer field at 3
p.m. today.
Saturday the *Jacks face the
Aggies and the heat of the Central Valley in Davis at noon.

Clifford, McGee offer HSU

powerful 1-2 combination
By Brian Wingfield
LUMBERJACK STAFF

An interesting scenario developed for
HSU’s football team this week. One of the
best running backs in school history didn’t
win player of the week honors, his backup
did.
KeAlii Clifford rushed 13 times for 74
yards and scored two touchdowns in HSU’s
37-13 victory over Azusa Pacific last Satur-

more than five yards per carry. McGee has
354 yards on 67 carries while Clifford has
accumulated 265 yards on 46 rushes. In
all-purpose yardage, McGee and Clifford
rank one and three on the team respec-

day. While the person Clifford plays be-

tively. McGee has 427 yards, 73 on recep-

hind, Percy McGee, is 41 yards away from
tying HSU’s career rushing mark, had 20
attempts for 74 yards and one touchdown.

tions, and five touchdowns, four rushing.

“We feed off each other,” Clifford said.

as?

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

HSU’s Saeed Galloway (56) and Rusty Dudley (47) converge on Azusa Pacific's

Marcus Staten (28) Saturday night. The ‘Jacks’ defense forced eight turnovers.

featured.”
“We have two fine running backs who
anytime they run with the ball they can
break open,” Head Coach Fred Whitmire
said.
For the season, both backs are averaging

Clifford has 347 total yards, 16 on catches
and 66 on returns, with two touchdowns,

both rushing.

“Defenses start to key on himand I cancome

“I feel nght now the offense is doing well, ”

in and have a chance to break a long one.
And he can come in after they have keyed on

Clifford said. “We're nding high going into the
St. Mary’s game (Saturday at 7 p.m. at the
Redwood Bowl). But we have to come together and click.”

me and break a long one.
“Defenses cannot key on one of us,”
Clifford said. “They have to key on both of
us. The defense will start to key on Percy
and then I’ll come in and I think that messes
them up.”
“We don’t try to feature anyone,” Assistant Head Coach Mike Mitchell said. “We
give each player (McGee and Clifford) two
series each. And then we rotate.”
“Now, sometimes one could play in 13 to

16 play drives another could go three and
out,” Mitchell said. “But they’re not getting

The defense, which was impressive last

Saturday, has made a strong improvement
after the first four weeks.
“We started the year young and inexpe-

rienced on defense,” Whitmire said.
“We've had to make changes. But in the last
week, they’ve really come together.”
Tight end Randy Matyshock has also

gotten involved in the offense the last two
weeks and the ’Jacks will need him to stay
See HSU, page 25
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Something
fishy is
going on

Cross country
teams head to
Stanford Invite
@ Volleyball plays

LUMBERJACK STAFF

tional.
The Stanford course is adver-

well against strong
competition at San
Bernardino tourney.

There is something fishy going

onbetween the men’sand women’s

tised as grassy with rolling hills,

soccer teams and it isn’t a red her-

which should work to the Jacks’
advantage.
“The course will be hilly, which
works

ring.
In factit’sasteelhead —a stuffed
animal steelhead. The women’s

to our strengths,” Wells

team has it and is winning and the

said.

By Matt Krupnick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

men’s team, well, they don’t.

The story started last spring

Volleyball

The men’s and women’s cross

country teams will try to continue
their early-season success Satur-

day at the prestigious Stanford
Invitational.
The women, ranked fifth in the
latest Division II poll, will com-

pete in the university invitational
race with many of the top Division
I teams in the country at 4:25 p.m.

Senior Sara Flores, fresh off two

straight invitational wins, will lead
the way.

“Stanford will give a sense of

what the national meet will be like,”
Head Coach Dave Wells said.
The men, ranked 13th nationally, have won their first two meets
as senior Rio Anderson finished
first at the Humboldt Invitational

and second at the Chico Invita-

7

By Jude Temple

The volleyball team came away
from the Coyote Classic at San
Bernardino with a 1-2 record
against nationally ranked competition.
The ‘Jacks (9-3, 1-0) beat UC
Santa Barbara but lost to No. 19
UC Riverside and No. 11 Cal
State Los Angeles.
“We need more of a mental

toughness against the better
teams,” sophomore
Lundeen said.

Jennifer

Lundeen was chosen as coNCAC player of the week, sharing the honor

with

Sonoma

State’s Kelly Wood. Lundeen had
61 kills for a .393 hitting percent-

age at the Coyote Classic. She is
the fourth consecutive HSU

player to win player of the week,

gathering. Since then the stuffed
steelhead has resided with the

women’s team and is felt to be responsible for the successful sea-

son they have been having.

KEITH SHEFFIELD/CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
HSU cross country runner Rio Anderson (far right) and Dutch
Yerton (to his left) lead the HSU men’s team into the Stanford

Invite Saturday.

following Erin Mutch, Amee
Foss and Andrea Thorpe.
to
travel
‘Jacks
The
on Friday and
Hayward
Turlock on Saturday to play a
matches.
pair of NCAC

“We're not superstitious, but

we're notgiving itback,” Mathews,

who plays center mid-field for the
Lady Jacks, said.

The men’s team has been doing

“We're just playing better
and better,” she said.

everything it can to get the fish

Lundeen also said the team
feels it must succeed for Head
Coach Tina Raddish.

handed.

Lundeen is confident about
the team’s chances.

“We

definitely want to go

out and win for her,” Lundeen
said.

back but has come up empty

The fish was originally given to
Brooks Howard, who plays for the
men’s team, as a birthday present
from his mother. It resided in a

4

Sidelines Sports Bar

SP

when Nicole Matthews and a few
of her teammates “liberated” the
fish from the men’s team ata social

on the plaza,
Arcata

Happy-Hour
M-Th 5-8p.m.
Friday 4-8p.m.
glass

Bud & Henry’s
Anchor Steam

75¢

pint

pitcher

4«=6 $1.50 02S $8.50

$1.25

$2.25

$5.50

THURSDAY NIGHT!
SPECIALS
glass

Milier High Life
Rep Hook ESB ALE

pint

siecle

Ja VeO.VaI esas
SPECIALS

Margaritas & Daiquiris $2.50

: Bud & F

Ice Cream
$ I. 99/ half pound

75¢ $1.50 $3.25
$1.25 $2.50 $5.25

Well Drinks

Crystal

$1.75

75 $3.50

Imperial
Margarine
20s./99¢

See Fish, page 25
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Collins leads defense
@ Cornerback turning
in stellar season.
By Jeff Viera
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Maury Collins has often been
told he was too small to play football.

It’s remarks like these that keep
the cornerback striving to do his
best.

“My success has been due

mainly to my positive attitude and
big heart,” Collins said. “I’ve

made it this far because a lot of
people have doubted my size. It
just makes me want to keep playing.”

The 5-foot-10inch, 160-pound
senior from San Pedro leads the
Northern California Athletic Conference with three interceptions.

HSU: running attack strong
Continued from page 23

standouts

Keith Hawkins

and

leadership.”

According to Collins, he does
not see himself as a team leader
since he is not a captain, but did
say he is very vocal in the secondary (especially if they are doing

something wrong).
With

the loss of secondary

in a row for us,” Whitmire said.

“He needs to play well against St.
Mary’s. But we expect him to play
well.”
Matyshock is third on the team

an “overachiever.”
“Some football players are not
born with great size,” Whitmire
said, “It takes a lot of courage to
make those tackles that he does.”
“I have yet to reach my goals,”

“It keeps me going,” Collins
said. “It’s one of the only things
I love and helps my confidence
in dealing with other issues.”

we can compete. This is our big
game for beating someone over
our head.”
“We are going to go out to try
and beat them,”

Mitchell said.

“We have to siton the ball abit
and
keep their offense off the field.”
Although McGee is 41 yards
shy of tying John Burman’s career

other) attempt kicks in practice,”
Mitchell said. “We didn’t just
throw them out there. We'll make
a decision sometime this week.”

rushing record of 2,064, Mitchell

St. Mary’s beat Columbia, an

hurt us is the mental mistakes,”

seven interceptions, 27 tackles for
lossand haverecovered | | fumbles
in four games.
“Almost every year it’s a good

Whitmire said.

game,” Mitchell said, referring to

if he didn’t.”

Ivy League sch34-19
last ,
week.
ool
The Gaels scored 20 points in the

third quartert
blow open
o thegame
while the defense has 13 sacks,

Continued from page 24
tree at his house until the women
took it hostage.
Howard and his fellow teammates claim it stands as a momentum of excellence, but they “don’t
think they need it to win.”
“We need to reach alittle deeper

level.”
For Collins the next level is
to earn a tryout with a Canadian Football League franchise.

vational factor in life.

sistency that we got frustrated

Fish ———

Collins said. “I'd like to get a little
bigger and move on to the next

Collins, who graduates in
December with a computer information systems degree, said
football has been a huge moti-

at HSU.
“We can’t have four turnovers
like
we had against Western (Montana),” Mitchell said. “We need to
play error-free ball. If we do that,

said the team doesn’t plan on
doing anything differently to
give McGee more yards.
“Our consideration is to go
out and beat a team that beat an
Ivy League team,” he said.
“They beat Columbia real bad.
It would be nice if he got the
record at home. I’d be surprised

They usually don’t fool you. They
beat
you because ofskill and execution.”
“T think the one thing that can

remaining calm and visualizing my
assignments,” Collins said.
Collins likes to believe that he is

22 in Moraga. The last time HSU
defeated St. Mary’s was in 1991,
17-14 — Whitmire’s first season

against Azusa.
“Dan Barker (starting place
kicker) has shown some incon-

running back who hasn’t played

“St. Mary’s is very solid, even in
their kicking game. I don’t see any
weakness that can be exploited.

dinator Steve Carson has added a

Mary’s. Last year HSU lost 27 to

kicking. Three different place
kickers were used last week

pretty good kick out of our punter
(Angelo Cassa, who kicked a 40yar
lastder
week).
Wewere pleased
to see the field goal by Angelo.”
“All three of those guys (freshman Alfonso Velasco being the

load.”
“You haveto worry aboutateam
that is balanced,” Whitmire said.

games between HSU and St.

Mary’s hasastrong kicking game,
HSU has struggled in its place

with,” Mitchell said. “We got a

much because of injuries. But he’s
playing now and he looks like a

The addition of defensive coor-

While Whitmire noticed St.

in receptions with 16, and first in

yardage with 246. He has one
touchdown this season.
“St. Mary’sisas well coached on
defense as any team we'll face,”
Whitmire said. “They have a big

interceptions have been big forus.”

“I get ready now (for games) by

sively. I am very pleased with his

“Randy has had two good games

dent that he can step up and defend a good receiver. He is just a
solid all-around player and his key

ery and six pass breakups make
Head Coach Fred Whitmire said.
“He has been a standout defen-

Mary’s.

good cover guy and we feel confi-

His 19 tackles, one fumble recov-

“He has played extremely well,”

hot for the game against St.

Carlos Roberts from the 1994
squad, Collins has stepped up this
year to help fill the void.
“T gained a lot of experience last
year,” Collins said. “I learned alot
from them especially on how to
step up and make the plays.”
Collins said his coverage skills
haveimproved the mostinhis HSU
football career. He said it has
helped his confidence to guard
anybody he is matched up against.
“He has been counted on for his
stability,” Whitmire said. “He is a

lot of discipline to his game, Collins
said,

hima standout forthe 2-1-1 Jacks.
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FEATURED IN GOURMET MAGAZINE

fish to wina game,” Howard

said.
It is all in good fun according to
the men’s coach Alan Exley.
“We act as each others support
group, and I’m happy to contribute to the unity of the women’s
team,” Exely said.

DUNAN

VILLAGE

18 years in Humboldt County © Award Winning Chef

SE

AN/
CUISINE

124 Second Street

ou tan eat lunch buffet

Eureka, CA 95501

445°3155
MON-FRI 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
“For Musicians ...

By Musicians”

;

MON-THUR 11:30am - 9:30 pm

NN

&

.

FRI 11:30 am - 10 pmSAT/ SUN 2 pm - 9:30 pm

§220277

Arcata
752 18th St. between G & H

L Pasttatey

°

PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS
STUDENTS,

°

NOON -5P.M.

PINTS FOR POOL SHOOTERS
7PM-CLOSE (INCLUDES MICROBREWS)

10% DISCOUNT:

“THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT!”

on Paper, Chemicals,

Film and Supplies.

On the Arcata Plaza - 822
cash/check

«

31

5

LON tse) ADP MTCC
PM ASRS Soar

ed VO SLOT

MON. - FRI.

RENT BEERS
Cane OE NCRO-BREWS
eTHURSTY THURSDAY!

Philip’ offers you @

“discount on

Soe

{
EERDAY RATES

5 5TH ST., EUREKA ° 442-2989
21 AND OVER PLEASE!
'

LUMBERJACK

ON LINE

http://137.150.224.80
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SCOREBOARD

Sports calendar

FOOTBALL
TEAM

W

HSU
Chico St.
SonomaSt.

0
0
0

Sept. 27-Oct. 3

¢ Overall Standings

* NCAC Standings

L
0
O
0

pet.

GB

TEAM

ae

000
000
.000

--

HSU
Chico St.
SonomaSt.

.
e
0

vs. St. Mary's
{
3

e Results

ns

7

oe

vs. Chico State

- Wednesday
Bob Kelly og

Chico State 21, Sac. State 21

KeAlii

* Schedule

* Defensive Player of the Week

Aggie Field, 2 p.m.

Clifford,

Saturday

Aggie Field, noon

vs. Sonoma State

Deon Hampton, Chico State

RECREATION
i. O Tv R is

Sunday s1l-3pm

BASKETBALL:

Thursdays7-9pm

VOLLEYBALL:

Tuesday
Bob Kelly Field, 2 p.m.
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$15 for students
Deadline for entry is October 5.
Roller Hockey Tournament - October 21, 22
Divisions for Male, Female and Coeds
$25 for a student team

Deadline for entry is October19
Sign up at the Intramural office,
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Majors Fair - Wednesday, October 4, 1995, 10am
to 1pm, in the Kate Buchanan Room

Come receive advice and valuable
information about majors and career
options from faculty advisors and career
councelors. Open to all undergraduate

students attending HSU
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Come in for a quick byte.
¢ Macintosh Rental - $10 per hour
¢ B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95

¢ Scanning - $5 per scan
¢ 155 Available Fonts

; 1)
¢ Full Serve Laser Typesetting
Student LD. <>
10% Student Discount withshipping
services.

NORTHTOWN
BOOKS

Not valid with other offers, postage &

Open 7 Days

Mon.- Sat.

Sun.

ARCATA
822-8712

FICTION ¢ POETRY
POLITICS

, Open 7 Days

V St
Sthth && VS
445-3334

OVER 300 PERIODICALS

Open 7 Days A Week
957

H St. @ Arcata

LUMBERJACK ON LINE

822-2834

http://137.150.224.80

12-5

JACOBY'S
ARCATA

kinko’s
the copy center

16th & G St

Specializing in:

ee

Cc

STOREHOUSE
. 822-2866

e Luxurious Lingerie

¢ Bridal Registry

fabulously priced
sizes petite - 4x

¢ Bridal Showers &

¢ Toys, Books & Games
for adventurous couples

Video & Game Rentals

Pleasure Parties

Our commitment is to
intimacy, education and safe,
healthful pleasure...

ee
Be a Sete

Wannabe;
Sports Guill

@

@.®D Voted #1 Sports Grill
Monday

Night Football Specials

$10.50

Prime Rib Dinners &

$3.00 320z. Domestic Beers

Guess the score and win $50
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From $259.°°!
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Bikes

109 4th Street, Eureka
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CYCLE

1593 G ST.

THE COMPLETE
BICYCLE OUTFITTER

- ARCATA

- 822-7755
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EDITORIAL
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Loyalty oath is unnecessary
aking employees of the state — especially educators — swear
to an outdated oath of loyalty is unnecessary and detrimen
tal to a balanced teaching environment.
A portion of the oath reads: “I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of
California.” This statement sounds suspiciously religious, especially for
a supposedly secular nation which theoretically separates church from
state.
Furthermore, how can many educators — especially minorities — be
expected to swear loyalty to a constitution drafted by and for upper-class
white men, a constitution which ensures all upper-class white men are
created equal?
The loyalty oath is outdated, having been drafted in the McCarthy era.
The oath reads: “I do further swear that I do not advocate, nor am I a

member of any party or organization, political or otherwise, that now
advocates the overthrow of the government of the United States ...”
While the big “‘C” word is never actually mentioned, our counterparts
on the Eurasian landmass were definitely on the mind of the legislators
who drafted the oath.
When it comes down to it, however, communism posed no real threat

to a “violent or unlawful” overthrow of the American government in the

1950s and certainly doesn’t today.
In a nation where educators are encouraged to be individualistic and
teach from all perspectives, encompassing all viewpoints, it seems
paradoxical to force them to sign an oath which compromises a holistic

ARE
WE

teaching environment.

you

READY

NEED To

To SIGN?
BRING Our

GIMP?

How about an oath which ensures educators — or any employee of the
state for that matter — will perform their job to the best of their abilities
instead of an oath which restricts them from doing so?

ee

THE

OR

Do

a

Knee bends, squat thrusts and rock cocaine
How to find freedom from exercise through drugs
lot of people these days are saying
“no” to drugs and saying “yes” to
working out. I’ve given it a lot of
thought and I’m going to say “yes” to dangerous drugs and “no” to working out because working out is a “complete waste of
time” and drugs are— from what I hear— “a
lot more fun.”
Let’slookat weightlifting:
The great thing
about being in college or in rehab is during

the course of a day you don’t have to lift

Liquid
|}Lunch
| David Chrisman

anything heavy. You don’t have to move

two-ton boulders to get your car out of the
driveway.
I’ve been around a long time and have
never once awoken with a 235-pound tree
ontop of my chest— and if] did I'd probably
freak out.
I have to give closing the garage door
serious thought. When refrigerators come
up in conversation I politely excuse myself.
Regardless, I spend valuable television
time bench-pressing inordinate amounts of
weight so I can go home and get hassled
because I refuse to mow the lawn. It’s the
same logic that forces me to use my fingers
when I count cards in blackjack even though
I got a 710 in math on my S.A.T.’s.

If someone asked me for my wallet in a
dark alley I’d probably just hand it over and

mutter some apology about my prom picture. I’m probably 10 times more likely to

get into a fight in the weight room because
next to the DMV and the financial aid line it
has the highest ration of extremely uptight
sweaty people.
I often wonder why they don’t they have
a machine that looks like the tail of an ’85
Jeep Cherokee so I can work out the muscles
lactually mightneed when my friggin’ starter
craps out. I wouldn’t even need a starter

after six months. I’d just start on a Hyundai
and work my way up.

Instead, weight rooms have things called
medicine balls which are essentially large
balls that weigh a lot. Anything can be a
medicine ball if you think about it. The only

requirement for a medicine ball is that it is
very heavy. Why not just use watermelons?
They are cheaper, a lot more fun at barbecues and you can eat them.
If you touch a medicine ball you are a
loser. Period. I’ve carried pony kegs up
three flights of stairs and will never need to
touch a medicine ball, thank you.
I'd like to shake the hand of whomever
walked across the footbridge, up the stairs

through the forest, up the hill towards Forbes
Complex and then up the stairs to the weight
room and convinced some numbnut up
there they need not one but two
Stairmasters.
I wonder if people at the University of
Minnesota cross-country ski 10 miles to use
a Nordic track. This is what happens when
people lift too much weight— their brain
turns into muscle and their necks disap-

pear.
My parents have a walking machine in
front of their TV, which I can sympathize
with, but sometimes it’s hard to motivate
yourself to walk directly into Ted Koppel’s
face even ona good day.

People who do drugs are actually a lot
healthier. They don’t smell as bad, don’t get

sore and have more free time. People who
use drugs are usually happier and don’t

have calluses on their hands. Crack houses
are never crowded like weight rooms; opium
dens don’thave sweat marks on the couches.

In a hookah circle you don’t have to look at
regrettable tattoos. Ifyou’re smoking ajoint,
nobody’s going to ask to “work in” and if
they do, you can blow smoke in their face.

Ifyou quit doing drugs, you’rea hero, but
if you quit lifting weights you’re a fat blob of
jelly with stretch marks and no neck.

I'd prefer to be remembered in a William
S. Burroughs book or a Tom Wolfe novel
than “Sweatin’ to the Oldies”— volume III

anyway.
If you start doing drugs, you make lots of
friends, laugh a lot and eat weird food. If
you start lifting weights you’re sore all the
time and you’ll get chalk in your brown rice
and vegetables.
Ifyou start lifting weights, you get big and
your clothes look too small. If you take
drugs, you lose weight and your clothes
look all baggy and cool and you can carry a
medicine ball in your pocket made out of

real medicine.

Chrisman is a journalism senior who
weighs 289 pounds, can bench 255, squat
415, clean and jerk 490 and never touches
drugs.
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Adrenaline junkie
confesses his vices
is.

Tam a junkie. An adrenaline junkie, that

Staff column

There are two kinds of people on this

Charles Hoey

Earth: Those who like the mind-numbing

rush of a dangerous adventure, and those
who feel cozy and comfortable living a dull
life in relative safety.
Safe people, for lack ofa better word, see

Se
Should newspapers have
published the Unabomber’s
manifesto?

risk as something to be avoided and elimi-

nated. They eagerly give up their rights and

freedoms if doing so results in an extra de-

gree of safety from uncertain events in life.

They use crosswalks. They drive sensible

cars. They think Huffy’s are pretty reliable

bikes and Kmart is really a better store now.

Safe people enjoy certainty of outcomes,
and are intensely afraid of physical harm.
They want to live in Mr. Rogers’ neighborhood, drink tea and talk about perceived
dangers in the world. Safe people see adrena-

“It's justifiable.
If he’s gonna
stop bombing, |
think it’s
justified.”

“Absolutely. We
publish Karl
Marx, Adolf
Hitler and John
Birch, why not
publish him?”

line junkies as stupid risk-takers.

Adrenaline junkies, on the other hand,

thrive when put in situations with uncertain

outcomes. We like speed and heights. We

drink dark Colombian coffee. We enjoy the

tingling in our feet when dangling them from
a 4,000 foot cliff. We like to do things just

ERIK LAMBERTUS
forestry senior

RITA MOORE
religious studieshistory senior

“| guess so. If
that’s gonna
help. | don’t
know if it will

“Obviously you
can’t trust the

resolve it.”

guy anyway. |
can't see the

JAYNIE FARNSWORTH

liberal studies sophomore

use in

publishing it.”
MICHAEL TAGGART

anthropology junior

because someone said we could not possibly do them. We don’t mind the occasional
scrapes, stitches or broken bones resulting
from our visceral pursuits. We see them asa
fair price to pay for living fully.
Case in point: when the Humboldt Bay
channel pumped 15-foot plus waves last
weekend, I was overpowered by an urge to
go body surf there. I surreptitiously borrowed a wet suit, pulled out my fins and
Jumped into the mouth of the bay. I scared
the hell out ofmyself, and loved every minute.
Asa set rolled in, I positioned myself to ride
one of these monsters. I looked down from
the top ofa huge wave and a healthy dose of
adrenaline gave me the courage to go for it.
I kicked until the wave’s energy picked me
uplikeatwig. I was sliding— actually bouncing— down the face of a wave more powerful than a freight train. I rode it for about 15
seconds and bailed out before getting too
close to the jetty. I got tumbled around, and
had to fight the rest of the set from dragging
me into the bay. After about 10 minutes of

diving under an onslaught of 10-foot white-

wash, the set ended. I made it to the rocks on

the jetty and climbed out. Those 15 seconds

made the whole ordeal worth it. A safe per-

son wouldn’t understand why.
When I’m lying on my deathbed, I want
to be able to say that I lived life to its outer
limits. I don’t want to look back and say: If
only I had gone on that trip, jumped out of
that plane or surfed that epic swell.
When my grandchildren ask to sit on my
lap to tell them a story about my life, I don’t
want to have to make one up. I expect to
have a good repertoire of exciting anecdotes

to entertain them.

Not to say I don’t understand the reasons
behind disliking risk. Whenever I get hurt, I

see black and blue reasons not to do it again.

I like being able to conquer a challenge, and
am willing to go through some pain to achieve
the goal.
It’s hard to explain why I like to fly on my
dirt bike (look Ma, no hands!), bungeejump,
climb cliffs or go alone into the wilderness
fora week ofhiking. Isitadeath wish? Don’t
think so. I enjoy living.
[used to think the reason for many people
not to engage in these activities was that they
physically couldn’t; but the truth is, they

would
ability
people
adrenal

never want to, regardless of their
to do so without getting hurt. Safe
don’t enjoy the rush of a healthy
secretion.

Given the same situation, we adrenaline

Junkies perceive a lesser degree of risk than
a safe person does. We see the value of the

experience as a fair trade for the risk of
getting hurt. We assess our skills against the
potential risks of a situation and engage in
controlling the level of danger to levels we
can accept. It’s all a matter of control. We all
feel a need to be firmly in charge of something. Why not the quality of our own lives?
Hoey is a journalism senior.

Letters policy

“That's a tough
question.

Newspapers
should be open
to print
anything and
not limit our perceptions.
Sure.”
MARIE WEDDLE
liberal studies junior

Letters and columns to The Lumberjack
must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday
before publication date. Items can be
mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:
The Lumberjack
Humbolat State University
Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu
Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
* They must be typed or neatly printed.
* Letters are limited to 250 words, columns
are limited to 600 words. Longer items
will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they’re
published. They need a signature, address

and phone number. Students must include

their major and year in school.
Anonymous letters will not be published.

COMPILED

BY MARK

WINNER

Lumberjack staff

* Items are subject to editing for style and grammar, and may be condensed to fit

available space.
¢ Publication is not guaranteed.
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FOR RENT
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a

PERSONALS
SI VOTRE LANGUE maternelle
est frangais......... babysitting
2 soirs

TICKETS TO THE EASTER SEAL
Society Fundraising Dinner and

TUBES FOR RENT on the warm
Trinity. $5 each. Group rates are

parsemaine.

Auction on Sept. 30 at the Eureka

available, reservation required.

Une fille de 7 ans qui

parle francais. $5/hr 822- 3442.

Inn available.
Please call Joe
Bonino at 826-5161 or 445-0307

FAST FUNDRAISER — raise
$500 in 5 days — Greeks, groups,
clubs and motivated individuals.

SAM! SAM! SAM! | bumped into
you over by the Forestry building

Fast,

and

easy

obligation.

—

no

financial

(800)862- 1982 Ext. 33

forgot

to

get

your

phone

number. Call K.W.'s friend 8257334, FMC7001 @axe

WOMEN'S CENTER OFFICE
COORDINATOR FOR 1995-96—
$600
per
year _ stipend.

TREAT YOURSELF! Upooraing
Center Activities Leisure classes

Coordinates and implements the
budget policies and procedures.
For questions, contact JoanTyson,

Workshop, Sept. 30, 10am-3pm;

include: Chinese Brush Painting
How to Write, Publish and Market
Your Own Book, Sept. 30, 9am-

A.S. General Manager, 826-3771.

4pm;

Submit resume to Linda Weirup,

Multicultural

Center,

House

Reflexology, Oct. 4 and 11,

7-9:30pm; Introduction to Bonsai,
Oct. 7, 9:30am-2pm. Call 826-3357
for information on these and other

55,

room 102. Application deadline:
Friday, September 29.

leisure classes.

FOR SALE

KALI! PHILLIPINO/INDONESIA
martial art. Stick fighting and more.
Self defense, artistic expression.

Saturday. Sept. 30th 10am4:30pm. Call 825-8662 for info.

EPSON EQUITY Ii COMPUTER
AND PRINTER. Includes monitor,

SERVICES

Word Perfect, dictionary, speller,
thesaurus, games. $350, 445-9054

IBM

286

ENJOY

runs
gas

A MASSAGE

in Arcata.

Massage relieves discomfort
caused by toxic lactic acid which is

the result of strenuous exercise.
Foot-reflexology.

PC, printer, software,

Reidun Olsson

1979 GMC

Store the stuff that you do not use.
D.J. Lind's Mini Storage at 9th & K
10% student discount, 24 hour
access. 822-0228.
9/29

Grande",

PICKUP,

dependable,

GOT THE TINY ROOM BLUES?

"Sierra
powerful,

must sell. Asking $1,700 OBO.
Nick 826-0962.

2-3:30pm, Nelson Hall East, Rm
120.
25% of the college age
meet and
community.

network with
Call 825- 7334.

Come
your

transcribing.

close

Water and garbage included at
$765/month. 444-3835.

You are entering ...

Newly

re-opened, just 1mile east of the

glad you did! Don't forget, we have

the very finest videos for rent too!
Alien autopsy and much uch more!

Secrets of the black world, alien
dreamtime, area 51, secret
underground bases, NASA coverups, Roswell, flying saucers. Our
library of videos will blow your
mind and they're for rent! Come

Original Episodes Showing
“Judgment Night"
*
gment
“To Serve
* jud

on down.

LIKE THE

PRESENT

Free! - Refreshments Provided

to experience
the thrill of
whitewater rafting, kayaking, sea

kayaking, surfing, waterskiing,
Laser sailing, rock climbing,
backpacking and skiing!! Beginers

welcome. Call Center Activities at
826-3357 for information on
weekend and Thanksgiving/Winter
Private trips can be

organized in all activities. Call
now orcome by the Outdoor Center
located in the University Center.
Outdoor

equipment

rentals

ee

also

available.

e Place ads at University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East
e $5/25 words.
e Student discount (just $2!)
¢ Deadline: Fri.4 p.m. before Wednesday
publication.

formerly of

the Pleasure Center. Call 4443497 for appointment or info.

MYSTIC MOTORS |
What can you do to get
200,000 miles out of your car?
Practice

AUTO WELLNESS®

NEW

Our Systems Managed Care Program,
using factory parts, dramatically increases
performance and longevity.

HONDA

¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA

Opening first week of October
Pizza By The Slice

¢ Fuel Injection Diagnosis ¢

Original Location

For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

:
Master Technician

fax: 677-1617

Namaste

1722 Central Avenue
Mckinleyville, CA 95521 * (707) 839-3700

One Dollar Off Any 18" Pizza
Alan Hunter
13 years experience

NOODIE
HOUSE

Next to G St. Juice

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul

822-2596

YORK

Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza
Newest Pizzeria Location
1504 G St.

Factory trained technician for

:
‘

* With Ad.
* Mckinleyville & Arcata's locations
: ay 12-95.

to

kitchen (incl. dishwasher and
microwave), garage, extra parking.

Arcata in Sunnybrae — #36. Check
our selection and prices, you'll be

BODY PIERCING. Dorm orhouseLopez,

townhouses

2

campus for lease. Fully equipped

Cool and filter your

from The Time Traveler.

443- 6128.

calls by John

bath

2 BEDROOM,

tobacco smoke with a water pipe

typing for you. We doclass papers,
thesis, mailing lists, and tape

Wednesday

population has a disability.

SMOKERS!

full

NEW

822-5971.

keelboats. Full Moon, High Tide
rides. Foot of “F” Street. 443- 5157.

LET HENDERSON STREET
WORD PROCESSING do your

wees
25% CONTINGENT!

822- 7247.

Realty,

rentals, lessons, group events,
sales,accessories, Lasers, Hobies,

break trips.

books. Great
for word processing.
$250, 839-4954.

CMP

Bert Colbert, Sellers

at $99,500.

HUM-BOATS
BAY ADVENTURES, sea kayaking, sailing.

NO TIME

keyboard, hard drive, 640kb RAM,

1981 PLYMOUTH CHAMP,
great, clean, and good
mileage. ee 3231.

(916) 629- 3516.

GET OUT OF THE DORMS!
Student rental for sale, 3 bed, 1
bath. Your parents may be able to
finance with small down. Offered

BRAND

1021

"I" ST ARCATA
6206-7604

Confucius
Eat

Fe Ae

Noodle

CALENDAR
ertory Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More

Wednesday
27

information is available at 725-

2378.

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay at

Lecture

Don Juan’s from 7 to 10 p.m. No

¢ Cynthia Enlow, professor
and chair of government at Clark

Music

information is available at 444CLUB.

University

will

cover, those younger than 21 welcome. More information is available at 839-5820.

younger than 21 welcome until
able at 445-0844.

at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka.
From 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

titled, “What
do the Citadel
and Tailhook

° “The Lilies of the Field” presented by the Ferndale Repertory
Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More infor-

* DJ dancing begins at 9 p.m.
at Club West. Well drinks 99 cents

all country and pop favorites. No
cover charge, 18 and older welcome, doors open at 8 p.m. More
information is available at 444CLUB.

The lecture will be in the Gist
Hall Theater at 7:30 p.m. More

8 p.m., all tickets are $8.

3716 or 826-5770.

Lecture

information

¢ “Text and Image: What
Maya Art tells us about Maya

2378.

*Basic Bicycle Maintenance

¢ Free movies, “Return of the

Scorcher” and “Breaking Away”
presented by the
\ ae" Cycle Learning
Oe (f

Centerat7 p.m.
@
in Founders
OL)
~ Hall 118. Popcorn provided, donations encouraged. More inforJ

mation is available at 822-7546.

Thursday 28

and Riding Techniques

ter. Bring bicycle, tools (optional)
and questions. Free to the public.
information

is available at

Drink specials, no cover charge,
those older than 21 welcome.
Doors open at 8:30 p.m. More
information is available at 444CLUB.

* Karaoke with Mike McKay

4861.

* “The Lilies of the Field”

presented by the Ferndale Rep-

Hall 163, free to the

Student Association meets at 7

ema: Modeling an Image in Post-

p.m. in the MultiCultural Center.
More information is available at

Colonial Africa, from 6 to 9 p.m.,
course credit is available. Films

826-5929.

from Cameroon, Senegal, Ghana

in the Kate Buchanan Room, be-

and Mali will be shown. More information is available at 826-5495

ginners welcome.

or 826-3911.

Friday 29

Saturday 30

Music

Music

¢ Bluegrass Summit in Van
Duzer Theatre, presented by
CenterArts. Tickets range in price

Club West. Doors open at 9 p.m.,
18 and older welcome. Reduced
cover before 10:30 p.m. More

¢ HSU Music Faculty Artist
Series presents pianist Deborah
Clasquin and
cellist
John
Brecher. Con-

cert begins at
7:45 p.m. in the
Fulkerson Re-

cital Hall. Tickets are $4 general, $1 students and
seniors. More information is available at 826-3531.

¢ Primal Drones will perform at
Cafe Mokkaat 8:30 p.m. No cover,

OOD

ae

Toyota « VW « Jeep

atsun e Dodge « Ford « Honda e Subaru

oy wt =o
seenenn| |

e Windshield Wiper Blade
Replacement
- $14.95 Per Pair
- Exp. 10-6-95

|

Loaner bikes avaliable

913 J St.

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

LOOK OUT THE WINDOW /
IT'S SNOWING! THERE

=

MUST BE ALMOST

\ HALE AN INCH /

BY MORNING,

I WONDER HOW A CRABBY
GUY LIKE HIM GOT To BE
SUPERINTENDENT

I'LL BET

THERE'S TONS OF SNOW /
Do You THINK THE

ht to

youub

Workshops

Redwood Automotive

Tuesday 3

¢ How to Write, Publish and

Market Your Own Book, presented by Gil Friedman. From 9

a.m. to noon
ndipmio
4 p.m., $37
for HSU stu-

Et Cetera
¢ Open Poetry Night at
Jambalay Club at 8 p.m. All poets

De
'

are welcome with a

five minute limit.
Proceeds from the
door support the

others. Register at Center Activities.
¢ Contemporary African Cinema: Modeling an Image in

Poets and the Jam
reading series. More information
is available at 822-5048.

Post-Colonial Africa, from 9 a.m.

tomidnight, course credit is available.

Films

from

Ongoing

Cameroon,

Senegal, Ghana and Mali will be
shown. More information is avail-

Events

able at 826-5495 or 826-3911.

¢ Kali seminar (Philippine/Indonesian martial arts) from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 2 to 4:30
p.m., in the wrestling room. Fee

¢ Student Access Gallery presents ongoing shows of student
artists.

is $25, scholarships are available.

Windows Cafe;

More information is available at
825-8662.

Sept. 15 to Oct. 6
Michael Roundy
Nedich

Sunday 1

and

Alex

Foyer Gallery;
Sept. 22 to Oct. 13

Music

Greg Mettler and Wendy

¢ Club Triangle at Club West.
Doors open at 9 p.m., those over
18 welcome. Admission is $4 for
those older than 21, $4 for those

under. More information is avail-

Fisher
Karshner Lounge;
Sept. 29 to Oct. 20
Hannah Lee French and Brent
Pyeatt

able at 444-CLUB.

ACAT
Cable Channel

Educational Access
HUMBOLDT

THIS WEEK

First Broadcast

12

|| Community Access
Highlights of

This Week’s Schedule

Tuesday, Oct. 3

7 p.m.

Thurs. 28th

7:00 p.m.

Redwood Discovery
News About HSU
and the North Coast

SPECIAL REPORT
uosuayeM ilig Aq

© 1990 Urwersat Press Synaxaie

Seqq0H
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CLOSE ?°

Brou

is available at 725-

Mitsubishi «

LIQUID SUNSHINE SPECIAL!

DIOMOTIVE

¢ “The Lilies of the Field”

dents, faculty and staff, $42 all

¢ Contemporary African Cin-

Ninja and surprise guest DJ’s at

Theater

presented by Professor
Tom Jones at
7 p.m. in Founders

¢ Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

¢ Howdy Emersonwill perform
at Cafe Mokka at 8:30 p.m. No
cover, all ages welcome. More information
is available at 822-2228.
¢ Retro-Revival Show with the

Those over 21 welcome. More information is available at 822-

“ey

will be

Workshops

tion is available at 826-3928.

$1 drink specials from ¢ <%, 4
9 p.m. to midnight. #3

Writing,”

* Bosom Buddies, a support
group forwomenand families who
have experienced breast cancer
meets at the Women’s Resource
Center in Eureka from 5:30 to 7
p.m. More information is available at 442-5239.

tory Theatre at 8:15 p.m. More

Et Cetera

from $13 to $17. More informa-

at the NorthCoast Inn.

presented by the Ferndale Reper-

public. More information is available at 822-1515.

* K-JACK oldies show with
Chad and Mr. Ed, music from the
“50s, 60s and ’70s at Club West.

tarian Fellowship. Show begins at

825-8138.

¢ Sailing Club meeting
at 8 p.m.

Music

Theater

pre-

sented by the Cycle Learning CenMore

the Pacific Art Center Theatre at
the Humboldt Universalist Uni-

URSSIN * BpzeW * WD

Et Cetera

Workshops

Et Cetera

older welcome. More information is available at 444-CLUB.

Living ina PostCold War World?

information is available at 826-

ages welcome, doors open at 8
p-m., full bar with I.D. Tickets are
available at The Works in Eureka
and Arcata for $7. More information is available at 444-CLUB.

until midnight. Twenty-one and

available at 445-0844.
¢ Club Karaoke at Club West
with Downtown Curtis Brown,

Some Feminist Thoughts.”

¢ Cardiff Reefers will perform
rock and reggae at Club West. All

10 p.m. More information is avail-

Theater

mation is available at 725-2378.
¢ “Parallel Lives” presented by

Music

from 8:30 to 12:30 a.m. Those

give a speech

Tell Us About

Monday 2

all ages welcome. More information is available at 822-2228.
* Karaoke with Mike McKay
at the Red Lion Inn in Eureka

¢ Karaoke with Mike McKay
Those younger than 21 welcome
until 10 p.m. More information is
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Guests

HSU Geology Professor

Museum
Fri. 29th

9:30 p.m.

~—
Sat.
at. 30t

30th

9:30
A

Northcoast
Surf Show

Pan

on aor

Linda Nellist

Are Talking-

Office of Emergency Services

A Live
Viewer Phone-in

Produced by

Show

HSU Journalism Students
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WHAT’S HAPPENING AT THE BREWERY
Monday

MONDAY NIGHT

SS

FOOTBALL MADNESS

BUFFALO US. CLEVELAND
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90¢ beers when Buffalo scores
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FISH TACOS ONLY 99¢

3
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3
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Tuesday ...Elephant Night

AWESOME BEER SPECIALS
..ALL YOU CAN EAT Fish 8 Chips

only $6.95 trom 6-8P.m

Sept. 29 & 30

FREE T-shirt Raffle

=

OPEN MIC 9-11 PM

HAPPY HOUR at the Brew Pub 5-2p.m.

Me

ae

oncy $5.95/person
Thursday

1SCram
Classic Rock n’ Roll

ALL YOU CAN EAT “Buttato wines”
ae

2g

Brothers

Wednesday

3

hts

NY
Pomel

eo

.

ie

Tole metas as

HAPPY HOUR 5-7 P.M.
AWESOME BEER SPECIALS
“Thirsty Thursday” 9-11p.m.

AWESOME BEER SPECIALS

°
°
°
¢

CAPPUCCINO —
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
U

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am

y

AND

ee) Nee

TUB

5

e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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